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Abstract 

Tools that effectively assess and train dynamic seated balance are critical for enhancing 

functional independence and reducing risk of secondary health complications in the elderly and 

individuals with neuromuscular impairments. On the one hand, current assessment tools quantify 

changes in the integrity of the postural control system by measuring biomechanical 

characteristics of balance during postural perturbations. On the other hand, current training tools 

augment inherent sensory systems with encoded sensory cues that pertain to balance 

performance. However, these methods are complex or costly and, thus, have limited potential to 

serve as clinical assessment or training tools. The objective of this thesis research was to devise 

and validate a portable tool for assessing and training dynamic sitting balance. An instrumented 

wobble board was designed and constructed that can: (1) elicit multidirectional perturbations in 

seated individuals; (2) quantify seated balance proficiency; and (3) provide kinematics-based 

vibrotactile feedback. Interchangeable, curved bases were designed to elicit modular levels of 

seated instability in all tilt directions. An embedded, inertial measurement unit was used to 

estimate the tilt angle and direction, whereas eight vibrating tactors displayed feedback cues on 

the sitting surface. A microprocessor encoded the vibrotactile stimulation based on the wobble 

board’s tilt angle and speed, similar to sensory augmentation devices that improve balance-

impaired standing. After performing a technical validation study to compare kinematic wobble 

board measurements against a gold-standard motion capture system, twelve non-disabled 

participants performed a dynamic sitting task using the wobble board. Posturographic analyses in 

time and frequency domain as well as stabilogram diffusion analyses were used to characterize 

sitting balance for three different conditions: (1) with eyes open and closed; (2) with two 

different levels of seated instability; and (3) with vibrotactile feedback on and off. Our results 

demonstrate that the tilt angle measurements were highly accurate throughout the range of 
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wobble board dynamics. Furthermore, the posturographic analyses for the dynamic sitting task 

revealed that the wobble board can effectively discriminate between the three conditions of 

perturbed balance, demonstrating the potential for the wobble board to serve as a clinical tool for 

the assessment and training of seated balance. Unlike similar instrumented tools, the wobble 

board is portable, requires no laboratory equipment, and can be adjusted to meet the user’s 

balance abilities. While future work is warranted, this thesis contributes to the knowledge of 

assessment and training techniques for seated balance. Obtained findings will aid in effective 

translation of such techniques to a clinical setting, which has the potential to enhance diagnosis 

and prognosis for individuals with seated balance impairments. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

During sitting, the human trunk relies on the integrity of the neuromuscular control system to 

maintain balance against the destabilizing effect of gravity and other challenges, such as those of 

manipulating objects with the hands or riding a train as it accelerates. Therefore, any pathology 

affecting sensorimotor control and output, including spatial orientation, degrades balance control 

[1]. Maintaining balance during sitting can pose a major challenge for individuals with spinal 

cord injury [2]–[4], a history of stroke [5]–[7], vestibular loss [8], or other neuromuscular 

impairment (Table 1-1), as well as many elderly individuals [9], [10]. Poor seated stability may 

reduce functional independence [2], increase the risk of falling [6], and lead to secondary health 

complications such as kyphosis, respiratory dysfunction, or pressure sores [3], [11]. The 

importance of stable sitting is reflected in the plethora of scientific and clinical efforts that 

attempt to: (1) characterize seated stability; and (2) improve sensorimotor function in individuals 

who have difficulties in maintaining seated balance.  

Table 1-1: Prevalence of neuromuscular disorders that may impair trunk stability in Canada 

(Statistics Canada, 2012). 

 Household Population 2010-2011 Institutional Population 2010-2011 

Multiple Sclerosis 93,535 3,831 

Cerebral Palsy 42,679 4,309 

Muscular Dystrophy 23,350 496 

Dystonia 13,328 625 

Parkinson’s Disease 54,897 12,514 

Effects of a Stroke 319,354 39,795 

Brain Injury 133,812 5,504 

Spinal Cord Injury 117,799 1,187 
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1.2 Quantitative Assessment of Dynamic Seated Stability 

Traditional assessments of seated balance rely on subjective and qualitative measurements [9], 

[10], [12]–[14] and often fail to reliably identify the specific deficiencies and needs of a balance-

impaired individual [15]–[17]. Conversely, advanced assessment tools can quantify seated 

posture by measuring biomechanical characteristics of the postural control system, e.g., the 

magnitude and location of forces exerted on the support surface [18]–[21] or the angular 

displacements of body segments in space [22]–[24]. In these cases, posturographic measures can 

then be used to summarize the variation of these biomechanical characteristics over time and 

frequency [25]. Such measures have been demonstrated to reliably detect changes in postural 

control effort and output and, hence, the quasi-static integrity of the postural control system 

during quiet, i.e., unperturbed upright sitting [19], [26]. While parameters measured in the 

absence of external perturbations can quantify stability in clinical populations [19]–[21], they 

may fail to assess the integrity of the postural control system that comes into play when reacting 

to external challenges such as an unstable support surface (e.g., when riding on a bus) or an 

altered sensory environment (e.g., in dim lighting) [26], [27]. In these cases, seated balance relies 

more heavily on the complex interactions of passive forces (primarily due to stiffness and 

damping of joints and connective tissue), sensory feedback, and active neuromuscular control. 

As such, artificial postural perturbations are needed to assess the function of control efforts that, 

while dormant during quasi-static sitting, are critical for preventing injury in more dynamic 

activities of daily living as described above [28]. 

Postural perturbations disturb mechanical or sensory environments to elicit a reactive response 

from the postural control system. The response can then be used to characterize the integrity or 

impairment of the system. A common approach is to destabilize the support surface, causing loss 

of balance unless corrected by dynamic response [23], [24], [29]–[46]. Near the limits of 

stability, individuals rely on reactive control to maintain upright sitting, allowing trunk control 

deficits to be identified. For example, stroke survivors exhibit degraded postural control 

compared to non-disabled, older adults only while sitting on an unstable surface; no differences 

between groups can be observed during quasi-static sitting [26].  

On the one hand, unstable support surfaces are commonly used to investigate fundamental 

aspects of human postural control – for example, to characterize the role of visual input in 
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maintaining seated balance [30]. On the other hand, unstable surfaces could be used to assess 

dynamic sitting ability in a clinical setting. Such methodology is commonly used to also assess 

dynamic standing ability; for example, the Motor Control Test using the EquiTest device 

(NeuroCom International, Clackamas, OR, USA) perturbs the standing surface [47] and has been 

used to objectively assess balance proficiency in stroke survivors [48] and quantify the effects of 

novel balance aids [49] by measuring parameters such as latency and velocity of body 

displacement. However, many of the tools used to evaluate balance focus on standing and 

walking rather than seated balance [50]. Supported by the findings in stroke survivors mentioned 

above [26], it could be argued that unstable sitting tasks could enhance the sensitivity and 

reliability of posturographic assessments in pathological populations [44]. Van Dieen et al. 

explored posturographic measures obtained from in-lab force plate measurements during 

unstable sitting and found that many of the observed metrics were redundant, but reliable 

measures of balance performance in non-disabled individuals [37]. Lariviere et al. identified 

inertial sensor-based posturographic measures that were reliable across different sessions of 

unstable sitting assessment in non-disabled individuals when performed on different days [23]. 

These studies, however, demonstrate a significant limitation in the desire to optimize quantitative 

assessments for seated balance rehabilitation – as the need for cumbersome and costly laboratory 

equipment (e.g., sitting apparatus, force plates) significantly impedes the practical potential of 

respective technologies to serve as clinical assessment tools. 

1.3 Training of Dynamic Sitting Stability via Sensory 
Augmentation 

Beyond seated balance assessment, unstable support surfaces have proven useful in balance 

rehabilitation paradigms by safely challenging balance of impaired individuals to enhance 

postural proficiency [51] with or without balance aids such as sensory augmentation devices. 

These devices stimulate sensory receptors with an encoded pattern that the central nervous 

system (CNS) can use to partially or fully recover balance functions via neuroplasticity or other 

means [52]. In general, sensory augmentation devices consist of a sensor to measure physical 

biomechanical features of balance, a display to stimulate sensory receptors, and a processor to 

control the feedback loop from sensor to display [53]. In the context of balance training, devices 

can stimulate vision, hearing, proprioception, and other senses [54]. Technological advances 
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have especially proposed vibrotactile tactors as a non-invasive, compact, and relatively 

inexpensive means to display sensory feedback to muscle spindles and cutaneous receptors [54], 

[55]. In fact, vibrotactile feedback has already demonstrated the potential to improve stance 

control in neurologically impaired individuals [49], [56]–[61] and older adults [62], [63]. Despite 

biomechanical and neuromuscular similarities between sitting and standing postures [64], [65], 

vibrotactile feedback for augmenting and training reactive balance control in dynamic sitting has 

not been fully explored.  

1.4 Thesis Objective 

Based on the above considerations, the objectives of this thesis research were to: (1) develop a 

portable device for perturbing seated posture, including on-board instrumentation that accurately 

quantifies postural proficiency and delivers real-time vibrotactile feedback to the user; and (2) 

evaluate the feasibility of using the device to assess and train sensorimotor function during 

continuous, multidirectional perturbations by assessing and training a sample of non-disabled 

volunteers under experimental conditions.  

1.5 Thesis Outline 

Chapter 2 provides a general background coverage of relevant research in balance control, 

assessment, and training. The biomechanics of upright sitting are described, followed by a 

summary of relevant investigations regarding unstable surfaces and sensory augmentation as 

tools to understand, assess, and train seated posture. In Chapter 3, the development of a novel 

perturbation and feedback apparatus for sitting, called the ‘instrumented wobble board,’ is 

described. The accuracy of the instrumented wobble board’s measurement tools is validated via a 

technical experiment and the potential benefits of the overall apparatus are discussed. In Chapter 

4, the utility of the wobble board for assessing and training seated balance is demonstrated in a 

sample of non-disabled participants. An experiment was conducted to measure the tilt kinematics 

of the wobble board under different combinations of balance difficulty, visual feedback (eyes 

open or closed), and vibrotactile augmentation conditions. The results and implications of this 
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study are discussed. Chapter 5 provides concluding remarks on the contributions of this thesis to 

the domain of seated stability research. A proposition of future work is included. 
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2 Literature Review  

2.1 Overview 

Non-disabled individuals can maintain upright seated balance even when performing 

manipulations with their arms, or experiencing external challenges such as an unstable support 

surface (e.g., riding a bus) or an altered sensory environment (e.g., dim lighting). However, how 

does the human trunk in the absence of any sensorimotor impairments remain upright during 

sitting despite the destabilizing effect of gravity and transient perturbations? Moreover, how can 

the degree of seated stability be assessed and associated impairments rehabilitated? These 

questions demonstrate that a thorough understanding of the mechanisms underlying balance 

control is essential for advancing assessment and rehabilitation strategies for individuals 

experiencing seated instability. This chapter explores literature and knowledge in three salient 

domains: (1) the mechanistic foundation of upright sitting from a dynamic systems approach; (2) 

methods for assessment of seated balance and the role of unstable surfaces in human sitting 

research; and (3) methods for improving seated stability through balance training, particularly 

with the assistance of sensory augmentation techniques. 

2.2 Dynamics and Control of Upright Sitting  

A significant body of literature is dedicated to understanding the underlying mechanisms 

responsible for the maintenance of upright sitting. The approach generally involves measurement 

or modelling of variables that characterize some aspect of upright sitting, and their response to 

challenges or impairments. For example, electromyography (EMG) has been used to measure the 

activity of muscles, revealing that coordinated activation patterns contribute to upper body 

stability [66], [67]. The forces exerted on the support surface (measured by a force plate) and the 

displacement of body segments (measured by potentiometers, inertial units, or motion capture) 

are also variables of interest, as they correspond to inputs and outputs, respectively, of the 

dynamic system comprising the human body. Biomechanical models are often used to study the 

relationship between variables and characteristics of the system. In addition, they provide a 
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useful context for depicting and understanding the various mechanisms that contribute to upright 

sitting. 

From a basic biomechanics perspective, a seated human behaves as a linkage of rigid, inertial 

segments – each with its own inertial properties, and each connected by joints with one or more 

degrees of freedom. Consider the following simple model for seated posture: the head, arms, and 

trunk (HAT) form one lumped segment, represented as an inverted pendulum with two degrees 

of freedom (sagittal and frontal plane rotation; sagittal plane shown in Figure 2-1). The lower 

body is assumedly fixed in space, due to reaction forces from the support surface. The average 

location of the reaction force on the horizontal plane is defined as the center of pressure (COP). 

The center of mass (COM) of the HAT is defined as the average location of all its mass in three-

dimensional (3D) space, with respect to the joint between the fourth and fifth lumbar vertebrae 

(L4/L5 joint). Considering the equations of motion that describe the inverted pendulum model, 

the joint torques required to stabilize the HAT segment can be calculated via inverse dynamics 

using measurements or estimates of the HAT segment’s mass and COM location. The estimated 

joint torques are sensitive to changes in underlying function of upright sitting that may be 

obscured in the kinematic data alone [68]. Simple biomechanical models can therefore be used to 

identify joint torques and other characteristics of the postural control system, all of which may 

contribute to the enhancement of seated balance assessment and therapy techniques.  
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Figure 2-1: A simplified linkage of body segments. The purple segment indicates an upright 

configuration of the HAT segment. The center of mass (COM), center of pressure (COP), sagittal 

joint torque and support surface reaction are labelled.  

Two general mechanisms produce joint torques during sitting: passive dynamics of viscoelastic 

tissues and active dynamics of contractile muscular tissue. Passive joint torque results from the 

combined stiffness and damping effects of intervertebral joints, inactivate muscle-tendon 

complexes, viscoelastic properties of other tissues surrounding the trunk, and intraabdominal 

pressure. Active joint torque is generated by the neutrally regulated contraction of muscular 

tissue.  

Joint torques represent the inputs to the plant of a classic movement control model whose output 

is the motion of the body segments. A closed-loop control model of upright sitting (Figure 2-2) 

provides useful context for understanding the process by which muscles, sensors, and control 
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schemes interact to maintain seated stability during dynamic sitting. Passive mechanisms are 

represented by a torsional spring and damper system at the joint (or joints, in multi-segment 

models of upright sitting [69]). While passive mechanisms certainly contribute to the required 

corrective joint torque, feedback control of muscle-produced joint torques is required to ensure 

stability against gravity and other disturbances [70], [71]. Feedback is provided by sensory 

receptors, and after a neural processing delay, the central nervous system issues and adjusts 

motor commands accordingly.  

In contrast to reactive control strategies, anticipatory control strategies elicit motor commands 

based on the expectation of an impending perturbation or intended body displacement. 

Anticipatory control strategies rely on previous experience in addition to sensory information to 

produce motor commands that minimize the impact of a predictable and imminent disturbance. 

During sitting, co-contraction (the simultaneous activation of antagonist, i.e., opposing muscle 

groups) have been shown to increase the stiffness of the trunk [72], e.g., before an expected 

perturbation [46], but was insufficient to stabilize the trunk during dynamic sitting [22]. If 

perturbations are randomly delivered to the body (i.e., unexpectedly), the response can be 

measured and used to identify the dynamics of the reactive system [73]. For example, by 

measuring the muscle response during discrete perturbations of the sitting surface, Forssberg and 

Hirschfield observed that direction-specific activation of agonist-antagonist muscle pairs restored 

stable posture after unexpected perturbations in the sagittal plane [74]. Known perturbations are 

used to identify characteristics of the balance control model to advance our fundamental 

understanding of balance control, and to facilitate assessment and training paradigms [75]–[77]. 

In some cases, sensory systems are also artificially perturbed, as is necessary for accurate 

estimation of closed-loop dynamics [75] and for revealing the relative contributions from the 

various sensory modalities [78]. Whether anticipatory or reactive, active control relies on 

continuous integration of sensory information by the CNS to produce and/or optimize corrective 

motor commands [78]. Inherent feedback systems that provide information about the current 

state of the body include the visual, auditory, and vestibular systems, but also muscle receptors, 

joint receptors, and cutaneous receptors (proprioception) [79]. 
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Figure 2-2: A basic model of seated balance control. From a control perspective, the reactive 

balance control system consists of a plant, monitored by sensory systems, actuated by muscular 

tissue and controlled by the central nervous system. Human body dynamics are modelled by an 

inverted pendulum model. The input is the sum of torques generated by passive dynamics, 

neuromuscular controlled active dynamics, and external perturbations. The output is the 

deviation of the COM from a reference posture, sensed by proprioceptive, visual, and vestibular 

systems affected by sensory perturbations. Adapted from [80], with permission (© 2014 

Elsevier). 

2.2.1 Role of Vision in Balance Control 

Vision provides sensory feedback in the obvious sense: we can look at our limbs and torso to 

know their position in space. In addition, vision provides feedback of a proprioceptive nature in 

that the position of the head can be inferred from the movement of our optical array. When the 

eye moves through space, the light rays received by the retina (termed optical array) move 

correspondingly. The movement of the optical array specifies a distinct movement of the eyes 

with respect to the environment. The movement of the eyes (and, thus, the person’s head) can be 
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reconstructed from the continuous changes of these angles. For example, consider a stationary 

object perceived as two light rays in the optical array. If the angle between these rays is 

increasing, the eye must be moving towards the object. In this way, vision can be used to provide 

information about movements of the head [79]. It is therefore also not surprising that postural 

sway increased when seated participants were asked to close their eyes [30]. To further explore 

the role of vision in balance control, investigators have used a “visual surround” apparatus (or 

moving room paradigm) that allows the participant’s visual environment to be perturbed. This 

perturbation has no mechanical influence on the body, but may alter the participant’s visual 

perception of their surroundings. For example, moving the visual surround towards the 

participant gives the visual perception of falling forward, causing a compensatory backward 

movement [81]. This type of response has been observed approximately 100 ms after the visual 

perturbation takes place, indicating a relatively automatic response without the processing times 

required for high level recognition and identification of visual inputs [82]. 

2.2.2 Role of Auditory System in Balance Control 

Just as the orientation of visual flow indicates the position of the head with respect to the 

environment, the location of auditory stimuli in the environment indicates the orientation of the 

head with respect to those stimuli. For example, a delay between a planar sound wave striking 

the left ear and the right ear indicates that the source is located somewhere on the left side of the 

head. Auditory feedback is processed faster than visual feedback, but is less rich in its usefulness 

for balance [79].  

2.2.3 Role of Vestibular System in Balance Control 

Each inner ear contains three semicircular canals that are oriented in the three major planes of the 

body (frontal, sagittal, and horizontal) and respond to acceleration in each plane. Together with 

the vestibular apparatus, the semicircular canals provide sensation of the head’s orientation in 

space with respect to gravity, which is essential for balance [83]. Individuals with vestibular loss 

are significantly more reliant on vision; as such, in dim lighting, they become unstable [84]. 

Peterka et al. used a visual surround that oscillated with increasing amplitude and frequency to 

challenge the stability of standing participants. As the amplitude increased, vestibular-absent 
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participants swayed more until they fell, whereas control participants swayed no more after a 

threshold amplitude was reached, demonstrating that the vestibular system plays a major role in 

the control of standing balance [85]. 

2.2.4 Role of Proprioception in Balance Control 

Muscle receptors (muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs) signal changes in the length and 

force output of muscles [79]. Joint receptors sense, to some extent, the position of joints [79]. 

Cutaneous receptors provide information about touch and pressure exerted on a certain area of 

the skin, in addition to many other signals that are not pertinent to movement control [79]. The 

ensemble of information from these proprioceptors provides sensation of the position, 

movement, and force exertion of body segments [79]. Forssberg and Hirschfield  theorize that 

reactive control during sitting is most likely comprised of two levels: early co-contraction 

triggered by proprioception of pelvic tilt in the early stages of the perturbation, followed by 

precise muscle activation in response to multisensory integration of vestibular, proprioceptive, 

and visual feedback [74].  

2.2.5 Effect of Cognitive Load on Balance Control 

Attentiveness contributes to the control of balance; for example, the COP trajectories of non-

disabled, standing individuals became more regular (as quantified by sample entropy, a 

parameter produced by nonlinear time series analysis [86]) when eyes were closed and more 

irregular when performing a cognitive dual task [87]. The cognitive load factor should be 

considered when designing training tools that may increase or decrease cognitive load [88], or 

when extrapolating balance assessment results from simple task conditions to everyday 

conditions where simultaneous tasks may demand attention [63].  
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2.3 Methods for Assessing Seated Balance 

2.3.1 Traditional Assessment Methods 

There are at least 30 measurement tools in practice that clinicians use to evaluate human balance 

[89]. Some tools measure the ability to complete a functional balance task (e.g., reach test [90], 

[91] or arm raise test during sitting [92]). Other measurement tools use a rating structure to 

quantify balance ability over a range of functional tasks (e.g., Berg Balance Scale [10], Trunk 

Impairment Scale [93], or Brunel Balance Assessment [94]). These traditional assessments rely 

on subjective and qualitative measurements [9], [10], [12]–[14]. In addition, they often fail to 

reliably identify the specific deficiencies and needs of a balance-impaired individual [15], [16]. 

Some traditional assessments also rely on standing tasks for validity [15], [94] and, as a result, 

may be impractical for individuals with no standing ability [50]. For assessments of seated 

stability to be objective and sensitive over a broad range of function in balance-impaired 

individuals, quantitative methods are preferred to subjective tools [50]. 

2.3.2 Quantitative Assessment Methods 

Clinicians and scientists use measurement tools that quantify time-varying, biomechanical 

features of balance. For example, force plates quantify the body’s exertion of forces on a support 

surface during functional balance tasks [18]–[21], [64] and produce an estimate of the body’s 

COP, typically as a pair of anteroposterior (AP) and mediolateral (ML) displacements. The 

location of body segments in three-dimensional space can be measured by motion capture or 

other means and similarly resolved into AP and ML displacements. Temporal fluctuations of 

COM and COP displacements reflect the orientation and acceleration of body segments during 

postural control, respectively, and, thus, contain information regarding balance control 

mechanisms [68]. Patterns in COM and COP fluctuations are used to characterize motor 

functions, such as during upright sitting. Figure 2-3 shows the AP and ML components of COP 

displacements during standing and sitting, plotted over time in a stabilogram. Stabilograms are a 

simple tool for visual analysis of postural stability, but ignore dynamic characteristics  such as 

the magnitude of displacements between adjacent points [95]. Metrics used to summarize the 

COP or segment displacement time series are known as posturographic measures. Such 

measures are valued because they can quantitatively detect changes in postural control effort and 
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output and, hence, the integrity of the mechanisms that control balance [19], [26], [96]. However, 

there is not always a clear interpretation of each measure as pertaining to the integrity of 

underlying balance systems [97]. Appendix A overviews several posturographic measures, 

including those produced by analyses in time and frequency domain, stabilogram diffusion 

analysis, recurrence quantification analysis, dimensionality analysis, and divergence analysis.  

COP-based posturographic measures are established tools for assessing standing balance [25], 

[56], [98], [99], and can also characterize seated balance, e.g., to assess stability after 

neurological impairment [19], [20], [50], [96], [100] as motivated above. Vette et al. explored the 

relationship between quiet standing and quiet sitting as quantified by posturographic measures, 

and reported that many COP-based posturographic measures were similar between sitting and 

standing, and that some of their differences, including the relative stability of sitting compared to 

standing, could be attributed to biomechanical factors and differences in control strategy for the 

two postures [64].  

 

Figure 2-3: Stabilograms, showing the planar trajectory of the centre of pressure (COP) for a 

non-disabled, young individual during 15-s of sitting (SI) and standing (ST). Mediolateral (ML) 

and anteroposterior (AP) COP displacements are plotted along the x-axis and y-axis, 

respectively. Reprinted from [64], with permission (© 2009 Elsevier). 

In addition to force plate measurements of the COP, seated balance can be quantified by inertial 

sensors [57], [63] or optoelectronic systems [23], [101] that measure displacements of the body 
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or support surface. For example, the tilt angle of an unstable sitting surface can be resolved into 

AP and ML components, and these angles were correlated with COP displacements during 

functional sitting tests [23]. Posturographic measures based on support surface tilt angles have 

proven reliable across different sessions of unstable sitting assessment in non-disabled 

individuals [23]. 

Posturographic measures have some limitations in their ability to provide reliable, discriminatory 

balance assessments. Over the duration of a trial, and from one trial to the next, practice and 

fatigue can have time-varying effects on the inertial or kinematic measurements, confounding the 

correlation of posturographic measures with clinical performance and the risk of falling in daily 

life [17]. Posturographic measures may correlate with weight, height, strength, flexibility, 

reaction speed, or other parameters that vary for each individual, making between-participant 

comparisons difficult [23]. A first step to validate posturographic measures, derived from 

kinematic or kinetic measurements during any given balance protocol, is to verify that they can 

detect changes in non-disabled individuals that undergo changes in balance conditions (e.g., 

mechanical or sensory perturbation). 

2.3.3 Dynamic Sitting Assessment Methods 

While posturographic measures are useful to characterize the integrity of balance systems during 

quasi-static sitting or voluntary movements, postural perturbations (i.e., alterations to the 

mechanical, sensory, or cognitive environment) are necessary to characterize the contributions of 

reactive systems to balance control [28] and pinpoint the functional integrity of sensory, central, 

and motor contributions to balance [1]. It is common practice to differentiate dynamic and static 

assessments as those with and without postural perturbations, respectively, despite the 

observation that unperturbed posture is not completely static, only relatively so [17]. Dynamic 

assessments are facilitated by various perturbation techniques, including: rotation, translation, or 

destabilization of the support surface (mechanical), application of a transient force to one or 

more of the body segments (mechanical), disturbance of the visual surroundings (sensory), 

electrical stimulation of vestibular nerves (sensory), vibration of sensory receptors underlying 

skin tissue (sensory), and addition of a dual task (cognitive) [1]. Dynamic sitting assessments 

also include those protocols where individuals are instructed to complete voluntary movements 

[102]. 
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One method to induce dynamic sitting is to apply mechanical perturbations to a seated individual 

using cables and a harness, and measure characteristics of the postural response [103], [104]. 

Using this method, both the EMG response [103] and trunk COM response [104] to sudden 

perturbations have been characterized in eight horizontal directions. High variability in the 

experimenter-produced perturbation force limits the reliability of such methods [103], [104]. 

Using a portable and automated postural perturbation system [73], Vette et al. induced 

perturbations to seated posture that were small in amplitude, so to elicit only passive trunk 

stiffness and damping, and recorded the trunk COM response [105]. The trunk undergoing small 

perturbations resembled a second-order, underdamped system, for which the stiffness and 

damping coefficients were estimated [105]. These findings are relevant to the development of a 

neuroprosthesis using functional electrical stimulation (FES) to rehabilitate upright sitting 

following spinal cord injuries [103]–[105]. Harness perturbation tools and methods could also be 

used to perform quantitative, dynamic assessments of seated balance [73]. 

Another commonly used approach is to rotate, translate, or destabilize the support surface on 

which an individual is sitting. On the one hand, rotation and translation perturbations are actively 

elicited by actuators in the sitting apparatus [74], [106], [107]. On the other hand, unstable sitting 

surfaces passively elicit dynamic sitting [18], [22], [23], [29], [34], [35], [37], [39], [44]. 

Actively elicited perturbations (of both a chest harness and the support surface) can be designed 

to resemble postural perturbations experienced during sitting in daily life [108]. Usually, rapid 

and brief perturbations are applied in order to characterize the immediate postural response 

[109]. In contrast, slow and continuous perturbations can capture the low-frequency 

characteristics of balance control, thereby validating the time-invariance assumption that is 

needed for advanced quantification methods [75]. While passive techniques do not afford the 

luxury of prescribing a known perturbation to the upright sitting posture, they hold the advantage 

of requiring less power and machinery. Furthermore, unstable support surfaces can be designed 

to facilitate the assessment of the full directional range of reactive control that may be required to 

maintain upright sitting during everyday challenges – whereas actively elicited perturbation 

techniques are limited to the discrete directionalities of the actuating mechanisms. 

All mechanical and sensory perturbation techniques are relevant to the study and assessment of 

postural stability. In this thesis, the objective was to develop a dynamic assessment method that 

could produce quantitative metrics pertaining to the integrity of seated balance control, without 
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the requirement of advanced laboratory equipment or a cumbersome apparatus. To this end, a 

passive perturbation method was desired.  

For passively eliciting dynamic sitting by destabilizing the support surface, there are several 

methods described in the literature. Continuous, multidirectional instability of the support 

surface can be implemented by attaching it to a hemispherical base [18], [22], [29], [37], [39], 

[44] or a central pivot [23], [34], [35]. This unstable sitting method elicits instability in two 

rotational dimensions and continuously perturbs balance as long as balance is maintained. A two-

segment model of the unstable sitting methodology (Figure 2-4) has been used to show that 

feedback control of the torque between segments produces stable segment positions and 

velocities [69]. Unstable sitting devices have been used to carry out many fundamental 

investigations into the nature of dynamic, seated balance control [18], [22], [24], [29]–[36], [38]–

[43], [45], [46]. Some studies have also demonstrated the potential for unstable sitting methods 

to be used in seated balance assessment paradigms in clinical populations by challenging 

stability within a safe range [23], [24], [36]–[38], [41], [42], [110]. 

 

Figure 2-4: A two-segment model (green: upper body; blue: lower body and support surface) of 

unstable sitting on a central pivot device. Reprinted from [69], with permission (© 2009 

Elsevier). 

2.3.3.1 Single Degree of Freedom Surfaces 

Freddolini et al. developed a sitting apparatus with sagittal plane instability facilitated by a hinge 

in the support surface (Figure 2-5). By comparing non-disabled participant behaviour to a 
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biomechanical model, they estimated the parameters of a rotational spring and damper that act at 

the hip joint. Their results suggest that trunk stiffness was higher in participants with lower back 

pain, which may be a compensatory strategy to decrease pain and risk of further injury in this 

population [40]. They later compared estimated hip torques to EMG data collected from the hip 

musculature, finding that individuals with low back pain exhibited larger reaction times and 

increased co-contraction compared to non-disabled individuals during unstable sitting [46]. 

Freddolini et al. also observed increased muscle activity before the start of an unstable sitting 

trial, suggesting that participants were preparing for the perturbation [46]. Preuss et al. used a 

hemicylindrical-based sitting surface with free rotation in the sagittal plane to differentiate those 

muscles that co-contract from those that are asymmetrically activated during dynamic sitting 

balance [22]. Pérennou et al. used a similar one degree of freedom apparatus to demonstrate a 

relationship between an injury to the sensory cortex and impaired seated balance [42] and to 

show that transcutaneous electric nerve stimulation improved dynamic balance in stroke 

survivors with spatial neglect [41]. 

 

Figure 2-5: An unstable sitting apparatus with one degree of freedom for fundamental 

investigations of seated balance. Reprinted from [111], with permission (© 2014 Elsevier). 

2.3.3.2 Multidirectional Pivot Surfaces 

Slota et al. developed an unstable sitting apparatus with multidirectional instability achieved by 

attaching the support surface to four springs surrounding a central pivot (Figure 2-6). The radial 
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displacement of the springs could be adjusted to increase the angular stiffness of the platform 

and, thus, mitigate the confounding effect of between-participant, anthropometric differences on 

postural performance. This methodology was used to demonstrate that non-disabled individuals 

were less stable when being perturbed with a constant force by a chest harness [34] and when 

whole-body vibration was applied [35], which may be contributing factors to injuries of the 

lower back. Using a similar methodology, Lariviere et al. demonstrated that an inertial sensor 

could measure the support surface kinematics to provide valid posturographic measures [23], 

although these measures were not sensitive to the presence of lower back pain, perhaps due to 

low reliability [24].  

 

Figure 2-6: An unstable sitting device using a pivot and springs to elicit multidirectional 

perturbations and investigate postural stability during dynamic sitting. Reprinted from [35], with 

permission (© 2007 Elsevier). 

2.3.3.3 Hemispherical Base Surfaces 

Cholewicki et al. developed an unstable sitting apparatus with adjustable instability achieved by 

modulating the diameter of polyester resin hemispheres attached to the bottom of the seat (Figure 

2-7). Non-disabled individuals sat on the seat and exhibited reliable COP displacements as 

summarized by short-term diffusion coefficients and other posturographic measures [29]. This 

methodology has been used to identify trunk motor control impairments in individuals with 

lower back pain [18], [32], [33], for example, to demonstrate that their response to the 
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continuous, multidirectional perturbations was slower than in individuals with no back pain [18]. 

Non-disabled participants sitting on the apparatus demonstrated closed-loop control behaviour 

that improved when their eyes were open [30], degraded when trunk stiffness was actively 

increased (as verified by EMG measurements), and remained unaffected with increased passive 

stiffness (by wearing a lumbosacral brace) [31]. A hemispherical base apparatus was also used 

by Van Daele et al. to demonstrate that individuals with low back pain exhibited larger angular 

deviations and higher correlations between pelvic and trunk displacements than non-disabled 

participants, probably due to trunk-pelvis stiffness [36]. Test-retest reproducibility of time 

domain measures for unstable sitting were only moderate, probably due to learning effects [110]. 

Using a similar device, van der Burg et al. observed differences in COP and trunk angle patterns 

during unstable sitting between non-disabled participants and those with Parkinson’s disease, 

which could be linked to the prevalence of falls in the latter population [43]. Hemispherical bases 

have also been used in the assessment of standing balance, e.g., by Cimadoro et al. [112].  

Van Dieën et al. also used a hemispherical base protocol to identify reliable posturographic 

measures that correlate with loss of balance [37] and demonstrated that some of these measures 

could differentiate between individuals with recent and current low back pain [38]. Furthermore, 

EMG recordings revealed differences in muscle activation levels during unstable sitting between 

non-disabled individuals and those with low back pain [39]. Barbado et al. used a sitting 

apparatus with a hemispherical base to demonstrate that higher-level judo athletes were not more 

stable than lower-level judokas [45]. 
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Figure 2-7: An unstable sitting apparatus with a hemispherical base that elicits multidirectional 

perturbations for fundamental investigations of dynamic sitting. Reprinted from [33], with 

permission (© 2015 Elsevier). 

2.4 Sensory Augmentation Methods for Improving Seated 
Balance 

2.4.1 Traditional Seated Balance Therapies 

Physical therapies are widely used, and often effective, to improve seated balance and overall 

trunk stability [51], [113]. Physical therapies include functional balance training (e.g., reaching 

while sitting, sit-to-stand tasks), trunk training exercises (selective movements of the trunk in 

supine and sitting positions), and sitting on unstable surfaces or with eyes closed [51]. 

Traditional balance therapies often employ terminal (i.e., post-movement) feedback where a 

trained observer gives feedback regarding overall performance or specific movements after 

completion of a balance task. In contrast, concurrent feedback provides real-time information 

about balance performance. Mudie et al. studied the effects of four post-stroke training protocols 

for seated balance and observed that treatments incorporating concurrent feedback or guidance 

were more effective to reduce seated asymmetry than task-specific or standard physiotherapy 
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[114]. Concurrent feedback may be provided by a trained therapist, haptic guide, or technical 

apparatus. 

Haptic guides are a simple and effective means to augment sensory information for balance. 

Non-disabled participants exhibited reduced postural sway when exerting light fingertip touch on 

a cane compared to control trials where no cane was used [115]. While, in Jeka et al.’s 

experiment, the applied force was too small to provide physical stabilization, postural sway was 

reduced to the same degree as in trials where the cane was used as physical support. In the haptic 

guide condition, the cane provides haptic feedback that can be interpreted by the central nervous 

system (CNS) to more precisely control standing posture [115]. The capacity of haptic feedback 

to rehabilitate balance disorders has been demonstrated in many other paradigms and balance-

impaired samples [116]. 

2.4.2 Sensory Augmentation Methods 

Sensory augmentation techniques vary in design and purpose. Sensory augmentation has long 

been utilized to enhance or restore sensorimotor function; e.g., tactile feedback improved an 

aviator’s approach and land task [117]. In the context of balance control, sensory augmentation 

can supplement inherent senses with information regarding the dynamic state of the body. 

Various sensors exist for measuring biomechanical parameters related to postural control: e.g., 

force plates measure COP displacements, inertial measurement units (IMUs) measure body 

position and movement, or EMG electrodes measure muscle activity [118]. A controller 

processes the measurements and determines the level of feedback to display. Visual, auditory, 

electrotactile, vestibular, and vibrotactile modalities are available for display [119].  

Visual feedback of COP displacement has become a popular modality for sensory augmentation 

[120], [121]. Shumway-Cook et al. compared visual feedback of COP displacement to traditional 

therapies for reducing standing asymmetry in hemiplegic individuals. A control group spent the 

same amount of time in traditional therapy (including visual, verbal, and haptic cues from a 

trained therapist), but achieved significantly less postural improvement than the participants who 

received objective display of COP displacements during therapy [122]. Lee et al. provided a 

group of stroke survivors with visual feedback of COP during a four-week sitting rehabilitation 

program, and observed significant improvements compared to a control group that did not 
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receive visual feedback during rehabilitation [123]. Dozza et al. designed an audio-feedback 

system where volume and balance were based on accelerations of the COM in AP and ML 

directions, respectively. Individuals with bilateral vestibular loss donned the apparatus while 

standing on a foam layer to induce postural instability and a force plate to measure displacements 

of the COP. Over a series of 1-minute trials, participants spent more time within the one-degree 

feedback range, and their COP fluctuation was displaced less from the mean in comparison with 

control trials where no feedback was provided. The results suggest that audio-feedback improved 

stance stability in individuals with bilateral vestibular loss [124]. Barros et al. developed a device 

to provide tongue-interfaced electrotactile feedback corresponding to head accelerations that 

improved postural control in participants with vestibular loss who did not benefit from 

conventional vestibular rehabilitation [125]. 

Since 2001, significant research has been dedicated to the study of vibrotactile feedback 

interfaces for improved balance in various populations [54], [55]. Vibrating tactors, being 

compact, non-invasive, inexpensive, and relatively easy to implement, are a particularly useful 

feedback modality for balance tasks. In fact, vibrotactile feedback has already demonstrated the 

potential to improve stance control in neurologically impaired individuals [49], [56]–[61] and 

older adults [62], [63]. Wall et al. developed a sensory augmentation apparatus that measures ML 

head tilt and feeds back 100-ms pulses of vibrating tactors placed on each shoulder or side of the 

trunk (Figure 2-8). As the magnitude of head tilt deviated further from zero, the pulse rate of the 

tactor on the corresponding side of the body was increased. Non-disabled individuals who used 

the apparatus produced less overall head tilt during 30-s trials of standing in the Romberg 

position, compared to control trials without the apparatus [126]. The participants also exhibited 

COP displacements with less variability during trials with vibrotactile feedback: even less so 

when the tactors were placed on the trunk than on the shoulders. In a subsequent study, the 

inertial sensor was placed on the participant’s lower back to estimate body tilt, and the tactors 

were placed in columns of three, which was suggested to be the resolution threshold for 

improved performance of a control task [127]. When the apparatus provided vibrotactile 

feedback, vestibular-deficient individuals performed standing tasks (e.g., standing with sway-

referenced visual surround) with more stability, as quantified by RMS of COP displacements and 

body tilts [58]. Improved stability was also evident when the support surface was perturbed 

during the balance tasks [49]. Stability was increased further when the vibrators were actuated 
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based on tilt magnitude and rate (i.e., a proportional plus derivative signal) rather than magnitude 

or rate alone [59].  

 

Figure 2-8: A participant equipped with inertial measurement unit and vibrating tactors. 

Reprinted from [126], with permission (© 2001 IEEE). 

Subsequent studies expanded the vibrotactile apparatus to include vibrating tactors in multiple 

directions (Figure 2-9). Vestibulopathic participants donned the apparatus and exhibited 

improved stability as quantified by COP displacements during perturbed standing [56], analysis 

of transfer functions between pseudorandom platform motion and body sway [57], and less time 

to recover from discrete, directional surface perturbations [61]. In a subsequent study, visual 

feedback was more effective than the vibrotactile apparatus in improving stability [128]. 

Vibrotactile feedback, however, holds the advantage of remaining useful in eyes closed 

conditions or when the balance task requires head movements. The vibrotactile feedback device 

also improved stability during locomotion tasks [129]–[131] and dual tasking [88].  
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Figure 2-9: Sensor (top right), processor (top left) and vibrotactile display array (bottom) for 

balance training in vestibulopathic participants. Reprinted from [56] with permission (© 2008 

IOS Press and the authors) 

Portable devices that deliver sensory feedback have been made viable by advances in the size 

and performance of IMUs. Lee et al. utilized a smart phone-embedded IMU to develop a bi-

directional vibrotactile feedback apparatus that decreased postural sway in non-disabled and 

vestibulopathic participants [132]. Other vibrotactile feedback devices and their potential 

application as a standing rehabilitation device in various clinical populations are presented in 

[53], [133]. 

2.5 Conclusions 

As outlined in the beginning of this chapter, a significant population of elderly or neurologically 

impaired individuals may struggle even to maintain seated posture, let alone perform standing or 

locomotion tasks. Despite biomechanical and neuromuscular similarities between sitting and 

standing postures, there are few clinical tools for perturbing and assessing dynamic seated 

balance such as those available for standing. Most current methods for perturbing seated posture 

and quantifying a postural response depend on laboratory settings and equipment, which may be 
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one reason why current methods have not translated into clinical practice. Furthermore, the 

capacity of vibrotactile feedback to augment and train reactive balance control has not been fully 

explored. A portable device that challenges seated stability to a customizable degree while 

providing concurrent, vibrotactile feedback could provide the same benefits for seated balance 

assessment and training as have been demonstrated for standing.  
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3 Development of an Instrumented Device to Assess 

and Train Seated Balance 

3.1 Introduction 

Chapter 2 revealed a significant limitation in the desire to optimize quantitative assessments for 

seated balance rehabilitation – as the need for complex and costly laboratory equipment 

significantly impedes the practical potential of respective technologies to serve as clinical 

assessment tools. The main objective of the research presented in this chapter was to develop a 

device for perturbing seated posture, including on-board instrumentation, that accurately 

quantifies postural proficiency and delivers vibrotactile feedback to the user. The device also had 

to be portable so that balance can be assessed and trained in any convenient environment. 

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Design of the Instrumented Wobble Board 

To meet the stated objective, a ‘wobble board’ was designed that can passively elicit continuous, 

multidirectional perturbations during sitting as needed for dynamic balance assessment and 

training. The wobble board consisted of: (1) a sitting surface connected to interchangeable 

hemispherical bases with increasing radii of curvature to elicit different levels of seated 

instability; (2) electronic instrumentation to measure the wobble board’s kinematics and apply 

vibrotactile stimuli to the seated user; and (3) circuitry and software to monitor and record the 

wobble boards’ kinematics and allow real-time adjustment of the vibrotactile feedback 

parameters. See Appendix B for the complete bill of materials.  

3.2.1.1 Wobble Board Mechanics 

The main structural components of the wobble board are depicted in Figure 3-1. A cylindrical 

platform was constructed from low-density polyethylene and its surface lined with grip tape to 
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provide a non-slip sitting surface (diameter: 485 mm; height: 40.8 mm). The platform lid (1) can 

be easily removed to access the electronics and counterweight housed within the platform 

(Figure 3-2). A steel extrusion (2) and two clevis pins (3) connect a foot rest module of 

adjustable height (4) for balance paradigms that require the lower limbs to be supported. Five 

hemispherical bases (5) were manufactured from high-density polyethylene, each with a unique 

radius of curvature (Table 3-1). The height of each base is 62.5 mm; thus, the total distance from 

the wobble board surface to the underlying support surface is 103.3 mm. The curved bases can 

be mounted interchangeably onto a cylindrical extrusion on the inferior side of the platform. A 

base with a larger radius of curvature generates a more stable surface for sitting [29]. The device 

weighs 9.4 kg without the footrest, or 15.0 kg with the footrest (2.0 kg) attached and a steel bar 

(3.6 kg) inserted 10 cm posterior of the medial-lateral axis (Figure 3-2; top) to counterbalance 

the footrest. All mechanical components can be easily disassembled to facilitate transportation of 

the wobble board.  

Table 3-1: Geometrical properties of the interchangeable bases from most stable (Base #1) to 

least stable (Base #5). 

Base # Radius of Curvature (cm) 

1 25 

2 20 

3 15 

4 13 

5 11 
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Figure 3-1: Schematic of the wobble board components, including: (1) the platform surface with 

holes for 8 holes for vibrotactile interfaces; (2) a steel extrusion for footrest attachment; (3) two 

clevis pins to secure the footrest; (4) a footrest module of adjustable height; and (5) one of five 

curved base modules. 

3.2.1.2 Inertial Measurement Unit 

An inertial measurement unit (IMU) was selected for low cost and high accuracy (x-IMU, x-io 

Technologies Limited, Bristol, UK). The IMU comprises a gyroscope, an accelerometer, and a 
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magnetometer, with an on-board sensor fusion algorithm converting respective raw data into 

angular displacements. The axes of the IMU were aligned with those of the wobble board such 

that rotation about the IMU x-axis corresponds to wobble board tilt in the anteroposterior (AP) 

direction (anterior: positive tilt), and rotation about the IMU y-axis corresponds to wobble board 

tilt in the mediolateral (ML) direction (right: positive tilt). The IMU was held firmly at the center 

of the board by a custom-printed electronic enclosure to keep it from moving during use (Figure 

3-2; center). The tilt angles were acquired digitally by a MEGA 2560 microprocessing board 

(Arduino, Somerville, MA, USA), also housed beneath the platform lid (Figure 3-2; left). The 

microprocessor and its connecting wires rest in custom-cut troughs to ensure that the platform lid 

does not rest on any electronic components. A laptop computer was connected via Universal 

Serial Bus (USB) connection to facilitate data transfer and supply 5 Volts of power to the 

microprocessor. 

3.2.1.3 Vibrotactile Elements 

The microprocessor delivers a digital signal (0 V or 5 V) to each of eight LilyPad Vibe Boards 

(Sparkfun Electronics, Boulder, CO, USA) that vibrate with a frequency of 200 Hz when the 5 

Volts signal is received [134]. The vibrating tactors are exposed to the seated body via eight 

holes in the wobble board surface. Each tactor is held flush with the wobble board surface in a 

custom-printed enclosure. This ensured that as much skin as possible was stimulated, while 

avoiding mechanical interference with the human body and minimizing the risk of damage. The 

tactors are arranged around a 22-cm diameter circle to allow directional cueing (Figure 3-2; mid-

region). Based on the notion that the degree of directional resolution of vibrotactile feedback 

affects the usefulness of vibrotactile feedback [57], the eight enclosures are arranged to 

accommodate two-, four-, or eight-directional configurations. Each enclosure was attached to the 

board by a mounting hole that fits loosely on a locating pin to minimize vibration dampening 

(Figure 3-3). 
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Figure 3-2: Top view photograph of the wobble board with footrest attached (bottom) and the lid 

removed to reveal electronic instrumentation. Shown are: an inertial measurement unit housed by 

a custom-printed enclosure (center); a microprocessing board with universal serial bus 

connection (left); eight electronic vibrators held in custom-printed enclosures (mid-region); and a 

steel bar (top) to counterbalance the footrest. 
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Figure 3-3: Two-part mounting enclosure for vibrating tactors. A mounting hole in the tactor 

enclosure (top) fitted loosely on a locating pin in the platform attachment (bottom) to minimize 

vibration dampening. 

3.2.1.4 Data Acquisition Software 

The MEGA 2560 microprocessor also interfaced with a custom LabVIEW software program 

(National Instruments, TX, USA). A schematic of the wobble board hardware and software 

integration is shown in Figure 3-4.  
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Figure 3-4: Schematic of the wobble board hardware and software integration. The inertial 

measurement unit and vibrotactile elements interface with an on-board microprocessor that, in 

turn, interfaces with custom-built LabVIEW software via USB. 

Vibrotactile cues were generated based on a feedback control signal that represents a weighted 

sum of tilt angle and velocity [59]: if the control signal exceeds the feedback threshold in either 

the AP or ML tilt direction, the three vibrating tactors corresponding to the direction of tilt angle 

and velocity are activated (Figure 3-5). This activation scheme was based on the notion that 

added directional resolution (beyond the four cardinal directions) is only as effective as a four-

directional tactor configuration for vibrotactile feedback during standing balance [57], [61]. 

None of the tactors are active when the control signal is below the threshold in both directions 

(i.e., in the no-feedback zone). 
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Figure 3-5: Schematic of tactor activation thresholds. Three tactors are activated when the 

anteroposterior (AP) or mediolateral (ML) control signal surpasses the two-sided threshold in 

either direction. If both AP and ML control signals exceed respective thresholds simultaneously, 

five tactors are activated. The cueing scheme is repulsive rather than attractive; tactors are 

activated in the same direction as the tilt control signal. 

During each dynamic sitting trial, the control signals are displayed graphically as an arrow with 

its length and direction corresponding to the vector sum of the AP and ML control signals (Figure 

3-6, bottom). The two-sided thresholds are displayed as a rectangle on the graph. The tilt angles 

and the vibrotactile feedback status (on or off) are stored in a text file along with other 

parameters of the balance trial (Figure 3-6, top right). The GUI also displays the third quartile of 

the positive AP and the positive ML control signals for the most recent trial recording (Figure 

3-6, top left), which may be used to select feedback thresholds for future trials (e.g., after a 

customization trial; see Chapter 4 Utility of Instrumented Wobble Board for Balance Assessment 

and Sensory Augmentation during Balance Training).  
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Figure 3-6: LabVIEW interface for monitoring balance assessments, selecting vibrotactile 

feedback thresholds, and recording all time series and parametric data. The length and direction 

of the vector are proportional to the magnitude and direction of the feedback control signal, 

respectively. The rectangle on the graph visualizes the two feedback thresholds: when the vector 

moves outside of the rectangle (as shown here), vibrotactile cues are delivered to the sitting 

surface (here: via the three anterior tactors).  

3.2.2 Validation of Kinematic Measurements  

The IMU is housed within the wobble board to provide built-in, real-time measurements of the 

wobble board’s kinematics. However, a technical validation experiment was required using a 

gold-standard optoelectronic motion capture system to validate the accuracy of the IMU 

measurements during multidirectional movements of the wobble board. 
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3.2.2.1 Angular Displacement Tests 

Four reflective markers were attached to the wobble board: two in line with its AP axis (ANT 

and POST) and two in line with its ML axis (LEFT and RIGHT). Eight motion capture cameras 

(Motion Analysis Inc., Santa Rosa, CA, USA) sampled each marker’s 3D coordinates at a 

sampling frequency of 64 Hz. Concurrently, the on-board IMU sampled the wobble board’s AP 

and ML tilt angles at 32 Hz.  

During each trial in a series of 12 trials, an experimenter manually displaced the wobble board 

for 1 minute. The AP and ML tilts had a range and frequency of up to ±17 degrees and 0.5 Hz, 

respectively, to encompass the full extent of wobble board motions expected during balance 

applications [39]. At the beginning of each trial, a 6-Volt push button signal was delivered to 

both the motion capture system and the custom LabVIEW software to facilitate time 

synchronization of the kinematic data streams from the two different data acquisition systems. 

3.2.2.2 Data Processing and Analysis 

Data were processed using MATLAB 2017a (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA). The motion 

capture data were down-sampled to match the sampling frequency of the IMU data (32 Hz). An 

orthonormal coordinate system, R, was derived from the position vectors from RIGHT to LEFT 

and from POST to ANT (Equations (1-(4).  

𝑟𝑦⃑⃑  ⃑ = 𝐴𝑁𝑇 − 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 (1) 

𝑟𝑧⃑⃑ = 𝑟𝑦⃑⃑  ⃑  ×  (𝑅𝐼𝐺𝐻𝑇 − 𝐿𝐸𝐹𝑇) (2) 

𝑟𝑥⃑⃑⃑  = 𝑟𝑧⃑⃑  ×  𝑟𝑦⃑⃑  ⃑ (3) 

𝑅 = {𝑟𝑥⃑⃑⃑  , 𝑟𝑦⃑⃑  ⃑, 𝑟𝑧⃑⃑ } (4) 

This local coordinate system was then used to obtain a rotation matrix defining the time-varying 

orientation of the wobble board in the global coordinate system of the laboratory. The AP and 

ML tilt angles were extracted using a Cardan angle sequence with the following order of 

rotations: (1) anteroposterior flexion/extension, (2) lateral flexion, and (3) axial rotation [135]. 

See Appendix C for further details regarding the estimation of angular displacements from 

motion capture data.  
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The accuracy of the IMU measurements was quantified by the coefficient of determination, R2, 

which calculates the proportion of the variability in IMU tilt angles that was accounted for by the 

actual deviations in tilt angles as measured by motion capture [73]. First, data preceding the push 

button onset in each time series were truncated, thereby time-synchronizing the subsequent 

measurements. Then, the mean difference between the two data sets (DC offset) was removed. 

Next, R2 was calculated according to (5), where i = 1:N denotes the sample numbers in a time 

series, y are IMU measurements, and m are motion capture measurements. Finally, R2 values 

from individual trials were averaged across all trials. 

𝑅2 = 1 − 
√∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑚𝑖)

2
𝑖

√∑ (𝑚𝑖 − ∑ 𝑚𝑖/𝑁𝑖 )2
𝑖

 (5) 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Validity of the IMU Measurements 

The results of one angular displacement test are shown in Figure 3-7. During all tests and in both 

AP and ML directions, the residuals between motion capture and IMU measurements were 

relatively small, as indicated by the accuracy measures (𝑅2) listed in Table 3-2. The observed R2 

values were similar for both ML and AP comparisons (mean R2: 99.4 %). The poorest accuracy 

observed was during the fifth trial in the AP direction (R2
AP = 98.1 %). The offset between 

motion capture and IMU measurements was consistent across trials, with mean and standard 

deviation of –1.54 ± 0.04 degrees in the AP direction and 0.38 ± 0.08 degrees in the ML 

direction, indicating a systematic bias that was potentially caused by imperfect alignment of the 

IMU axes with the wobble board axes. The suggested calibration procedure is to remove the 

curved base and rest the wobble board on a level surface, and subtract the measured AP and ML 

tilt angles from all subsequent, respective data. 
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Figure 3-7: ML (left) and AP (right) tilt angles measured by the gold-standard motion capture 

system (bold gray lines) and the inertial measurement unit (thin black lines) during five seconds 

of fast, multidirectional displacements, after demeaning and time synchronization.   

Table 3-2: Accuracy results for the IMU tilt angle measurements from twelve displacement tests 

and their mean and standard deviation (SD). 

Displacement  

Test 

 Mean Offset [degrees] 
 

Coefficient of Determination, 𝑹𝟐 [%] 

 
 AP ML AP ML 

1  -1.50 0.43  99.8 99.7 

2  -1.49 0.41  99.9 99.9 

3  -1.50 0.39  99.9 99.9 

4  -1.58 0.33  99.7 99.8 

5  -1.53 0.23  98.4 98.8 

6  -1.50 0.24  96.2 97.0 

7  -1.58 0.45  99.9 99.8 

8  -1.53 0.42  99.9 99.9 

9  -1.57 0.43  99.9 99.9 

10  -1.60 0.49  99.9 99.9 

11  -1.54 0.30  99.6 99.8 

12  -1.56 0.38  98.7 99.1 

Mean  -1.54 0.38  99.3 99.5 

SD  0.04 0.08  1.1 0.8 
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3.4 Discussion 

3.4.1 Potential of Dynamic Sitting Assessment Device 

The objective of the research presented in this chapter was to develop a portable device for 

perturbing seated posture, including on-board instrumentation that accurately measures tilt 

angles during dynamic sitting to be used for balance assessment and training. We developed a 

sitting device attached to a curved base that continuously destabilizes seated posture in two 

rotational dimensions. Near their limits of stability, individuals rely on reactive control strategies 

to maintain upright sitting, allowing the integrity of these strategies to be assessed. For example, 

stroke survivors exhibit significantly higher center of pressure (COP) velocities than non-

disabled, older adults only while sitting on an unstable surface; no differences in COP velocities 

between groups can be observed during unperturbed sitting [26]. Analogous devices exist to 

simultaneously perturb and assess standing posture. For example, the Equitest (NeuroCom 

International, Clackamas, OR, USA) alters the standing support surface and visual surround, and 

has been used to quantify the effects of novel balance aids [56], evaluate balance training 

programs [16], and identify sensorimotor deficiencies [16] via COP analyses. While the passive 

perturbations elicited by the curved base of the wobble board do not afford the luxury of 

prescribing a known perturbation to the upright sitting posture [73], it holds the advantage of 

eliciting continuous instability in all horizontal directions while requiring no external power or 

additional equipment. On the one hand, continuity of the perturbations allows the long-term 

performance of the postural control system to be assessed (as opposed to the assessment of 

postural response to transient perturbations); on the other hand, the multidirectional aspect of the 

unstable surface facilitates the assessment of the full directional range of reactive control that 

may be required to maintain upright sitting during everyday challenges, and the identification of 

those directions that may be particularly challenging for the user.  

A key feature of the design is the modularity of bases with varying radii of curvature. The bases 

can be interchanged to adjust the difficulty of maintaining upright sitting. This feature makes the 

device suitable for users of ranging abilities and those that improve abilities over time – as the 

stability level can be modulated to continuously, but safely challenge seated balance. When 

comparing this method to others published in the literature, it can be seen that similar protocols 

used curved bases of various sizes [29]–[39], [43]–[45] or a sitting surface attached to a central 
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pivot [23], [24], [40], [46] to passively and continuously elicit seated instability. A major 

advantage of the wobble board considered in this study is its accessibility; unlike most other 

unstable sitting devices described in the literature [24], [29]–[46], an-onboard IMU quantifies 

seated stability, thus, eliminating the need for a force plate or motion capture system. It has been 

shown that correlation coefficients between tilt angles measured via classical motion capture and 

those measured via an IMU are higher than 0.88 during unstable sitting [23]. The same study 

observed that, during unstable sitting, support surface tilt angles and COP displacements are 

highly correlated [23]; thus, many of the established methods for summarizing and interpreting 

COP behavior (e.g., posturographic measures) are valid for analyzing tilt angles as measured by 

the wobble board. The technical experiment performed in this study revealed correlation 

coefficients higher than 0.96, verifying that the device in this study can accurately measure AP 

and ML tilt angles during multidirectional perturbations to seated posture. One limitation of this 

approach is that it may fail to distinguish between different balance strategies that control the 

upper body differently to achieve the same support surface tilt [24]. To address this limitation, 

additional IMUs could be placed on body segments to characterize their motion during 

assessment tasks. However, this would significantly increase the complexity of the assessment 

protocol. As is, the wobble board is a completely portable device capable of obtaining 

assessment metrics in any convenient environment, with accuracy comparable to a gold-standard 

motion capture system. 

Other methods of quantitative sitting assessment exist [1], including: (1) the comparison of foot 

and trunk contributions to the balancing task, by measuring support surface reactions on the floor 

and seat during sitting [136]; or (2) the identification of transfer functions between directional 

perturbations [73] and kinematic [60] or COP and electromyographic responses [75]. These 

methods are well suited for fundamental investigations of neuromuscular mechanisms, but are 

complex and restricted to laboratory settings. In the future, the wobble board device could also 

be used to replicate aspects of other unstable sitting studies, or devise new studies to help 

characterize underlying mechanisms of seated postural control, without requiring a force plate or 

motion capture system.  
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3.4.2 Potential of Vibrotactile Feedback Device 

Besides its conceivable use as a postural assessment tool, the wobble board has a significant 

potential to train seated balance in clinical populations, consistent with a main objective of the 

overall thesis research project. The postural perturbations elicited by the curved base challenge 

the user to maintain upright sitting, which may strengthen the muscles required for sitting and 

decrease reaction times to restore seated stability [137], [138]. Additionally, the wobble board 

uses vibrating tactors, activated intermittently based on kinematic feedback and within the 

responsive frequency range of cutaneous receptors in the skin [134], to display sensory cues. 

Concurrent sensory feedback during functional task training could reinforce movement 

proficiency by repetition [139], increase motivation to successfully perform training tasks [118], 

[139], relieve therapists from a coaching role during training sessions [52], and induce plasticity 

of somatosensory pathways for improved sensorimotor function [52], [118]. Note that many 

feedback modalities, including visual displays [98], [119], auditory tones [124], vibrotactile 

stimulation [49], [56]–[63], and multimodal [88] or other approaches [140] have been used for 

displaying feedback during standing balance. However, vibrotactile feedback has been favored 

for its compact, non-invasive nature as well as its effectiveness in reducing postural sway during 

stance [49], [56]–[63] and improving sensorimotor function during a wide range of other 

functional tasks [54]. Decreased tactile sensitivity, as in some older adults [141], could, however, 

restrict the effectiveness of vibrotactile feedback for balance training. In these cases, visual 

feedback on support surface tilt shown on the guided user interface could be used for sensory 

augmentation.  

The vibrating tactors in the wobble board deliver repulsive feedback cues based on the weighted 

sum of tilt angle and tilt velocity. This proportional-derivative control scheme has been used by 

other vibrotactile feedback devices [56], [60]–[62] due to the notion that position and velocity 

feedback are important variables for the CNS when controlling balance [59], [142]. When 

placebo feedback (not based on direction) was delivered to standing balancers, stability 

decreased [56], refuting the notion that balance is improved purely by sub-sensory vibration or 

attentiveness effects [143]. However, the natural tendency to move towards a torso vibration 

when no instruction is provided suggests that attractive cueing may be more compatible with 

postural response dynamics than repulsive cueing [144]. Many other schemes have been 

considered [142], [145], and the optimal tuning of feedback parameters for training seated 
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balance remains to be determined. The Arduino-LabView interface used in this study allows the 

feedback parameters (control signal formula, feedback thresholds) to be easily adjusted, whereas 

the use of eight equally-spaced tactors facilitates further spatial resolution of the feedback (up to 

8 directions) if deemed necessary [56]. 

Since vibrotactile cues are based on wobble board tilt, the user must be able to maintain balance 

on the easiest base. For people who struggle to maintain upright sitting on a stable surface, this 

paradigm fails to provide measurements that can be converted into feedback cues. In this case, 

COP displacements or body kinematics could be used to generate vibrotactile feedback cues 

during quiet sitting. However, the presence of postural perturbations may be necessary for 

effective training via sensory augmentation, since concurrent feedback is less effective, or even 

detrimental, when the training task is too simple [146].  

Vibrotactile feedback has been used in a closely related application, to correct sitting posture 

during static sitting in a chair [147]. In contrast to dynamic balance training, where vibrotactile 

cues are delivered concurrently to alert reactive response mechanisms to correct an impending 

loss of balance, vibrotactile cues in the device designed by Cohen et al. are delivered 

intermittently, with the intent to alert the user of a change from the preferred posture. Here, the 

response is a voluntary adjustment of posture. While posture-correcting vibrotactile feedback 

aims to mitigate effects of poor posture, balance-training vibrotactile feedback aims to mitigate 

the effects of postural instability and restore or improve reactive balance control. Our sensory 

augmentation device is completely self-contained and relies only on a laptop computer if 

recording of the training session is desired. 

3.5 Conclusions 

The wobble board’s curved bases elicit the response of reactive control strategies required to 

maintain upright sitting. The stand-alone device is portable and requires no additional equipment 

to quantitatively assess and train seated balance. The device bears the potential to improve 

diagnosis and prognosis of balance-deficient individuals; however, extensive testing is required. 

The assessment technique is only useful if it can reliably identify specific deficiencies in seated 
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balance that can lead to more effective treatments. The sensory feedback technique is only useful 

if unstable sitters benefit compared to simpler training methods.  
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4 Utility of Instrumented Wobble Board for Balance 

Assessment and Sensory Augmentation during 

Balance Training 

4.1 Introduction 

The ‘instrumented wobble board’ described in Chapter 3 was developed to quantify postural 

stability and deliver vibrotactile feedback cues during unstable sitting. The desired functions of 

the wobble board were validated in an experiment involving human participants. The main 

objective of the present study was to evaluate the feasibility of using the device to assess and 

train sensorimotor function during continuous, multidirectional perturbations. To meet this goal, 

we tested the sensitivity of posturographic measures in non-disabled individuals to conditioned 

settings, including a vibrotactile feedback paradigm. 

Non-disabled participants sat on the wobble board and tried to maintain balance while three 

variables were systematically altered: balance difficulty via base curvature, elimination of visual 

input, and status of the vibrotactile feedback system. Posturographic measures were calculated 

from angular displacements of the wobble board measured by the on-board IMU during each 

experimental condition, and statistical methods identified significant explanatory variables. 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Participants 

A total of 27 non-disabled volunteers (Table 4-1) were recruited to participate in preliminary 

testing of the wobble board functions. Each participant provided informed consent and had no 

history of neurological or musculoskeletal disorders, nor was experiencing back pain chronically 

or acutely at time of testing. This study was approved by the ethics committee of the University 

of Alberta (HREB Pro00039437).  
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4.2.2 Experimental Protocol 

A preliminary protocol was completed by twelve individuals. Following refinements to the 

protocol, another fifteen participants completed the revised protocol. The preliminary protocol 

and reasons for its revision are discussed in Appendix D. In this chapter, the materials and 

methods, analysis, result, and interpretation associated with the second protocol are presented. 

Table 4-1: Participant characteristics. 

Dataset Gender Age Weight (kg) Height (cm) 

Preliminary Experiments 

M 19 79 180 

M 20 60 175 

M 24 85 184 

M 23 69 174 

M 18 85 190 

M 20 61 167 

M 23 76 156 

M 22 86 184 

M 30 82 182 

M 24 83 182 

M 21 102 188 

M 22 73 182 

Mean (Standard Deviation)  22.4 (2.9) 75.4 (12.9) 177 (10) 

Validation Experiments 

F 25 55.3 156 

F 21 55.8 173 

F 28 56.4 157 

F 25 61.5 159 

F 23 61.1 163 

M 20 69.8 171 

M 20 85.5 177 

M 24 86.7 174 

M 24 67.9 167 

M 24 69.2 181 

M 24 85.3 186 

M 24 72.6 177 

M 24 92.8 185 

M 28 86.2 183 

M 25 92.8 178 

Mean (Standard Deviation)  23.9 (2.3) 73.2 (13.7) 172 (10) 

 Grand Mean (Standard Deviation) 
 

23.1 (2.7) 74.4 (13.1) 175 (10) 
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For each of forty attempted 30-s balance trials [148], each participant was asked to maintain, as 

much as possible, an upright posture while sitting on the wobble board without foot support. 

Each trial started after the participant donned noise-cancelling headphones, folded his or her 

arms across the chest, and verbally cued the experimenter of being ready. The experimenter 

monitored the participant for safety and noted any loss-of-balance events. Note that participants 

were allowed to take rests as long as needed between balance trials. 

Three task conditions were tested: eyes were either open or closed (EO or EC), base curvature 

was either 20 cm or 15 cm (B2 or B3), and vibrotactile feedback cues were provided 

intermittently or not at all (ON or OFF). Four blocks of ten consecutive trials were randomly 

assigned a unique combination of base and eye conditions. Within each block, the first four trials 

(familiarization trials) were used for the participant to mitigate the confounding effect of learning 

the dynamic sitting task [23], [44], [110], and for the experimenter to determine the thresholding 

control scheme for the vibrating tactors in the surface of the seat. In the final six trials per block 

(balance trials), three were randomly selected as control trials; during these trials, the tactors 

remained inactive (Table 4-2).  

Table 4-2: Schedule of 30-s trials in one exemplary block of ten trials (shown: base #2 with eyes 

closed). In random order, four blocks were attempted: one for each unique combination of base 

and eye conditions. The horizontal line between trials 4 and 5 represents the end of the 

familiarization trials. In trials 5 through 10, the vibration condition was randomized so that 

exactly 3 trials were control (no feedback) trials.  

Trial Base Condition Eye Condition Vibration Condition 

1 B2 EC OFF 

2 B2 EC OFF 

3 B2 EC ON 

4 B2 EC ON 

5 B2 EC RANDOM 

6 B2 EC RANDOM 

7 B2 EC RANDOM 

8 B2 EC RANDOM 

9 B2 EC RANDOM 

10 B2 EC RANDOM 
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For the feedback trials, direction-specific vibrating tactors were activated when the control 

signal, defined as the tilt angle of the wobble board plus one half its tilt velocity, exceeded a two-

sided threshold in one or both of the AP or ML directions [57], [59]. If the AP signal passed the 

anterior threshold, the three anterior vibrators turned on. Similarly, the three tactors in the 

posterior, left and right directions were activated if the control signal in the corresponding 

direction passed respective threshold. Thus, the feedback scheme is repulsive cueing [55]. The 

experimenter informed the participant of the upcoming feedback condition and set the 

thresholding control scheme for the eight vibrating tactors in the surface of the seat. Previous 

studies of feedback devices have shown that balance function is improved when feedback is 

optimized for each individual [142], [145], while providing too much feedback may detriment 

learning [52]. Therefore, the thresholds for feedback were set to equal the third quartile of the 

positive (and third quartile of the negative) feedback control signal for each tilt direction (AP, 

ML) during an initialization trial, resulting in the vibrators being active approximately 50 percent 

of the time. During each trial, the wobble board tilt was sampled at a frequency of 32 Hz. 

4.2.3 Data Processing  

The kinematic data recorded from each participant were analyzed using MATLAB 2017a. The 

first two seconds of data were discarded to mitigate confounding effects of beginning the trial 

[38]. The AP and ML time series were then demeaned and filtered using a fourth-order, low-pass 

Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 5 Hz, considering that higher frequency components 

are generally attributed to noise artifacts rather than balance characteristics [64]. See Appendix E 

for details of the filter design. An additional time series, tilt magnitude (TM), was derived from 

the vector sum of AP and ML measurements: 

𝑇𝑀 = √𝐴𝑃2 + 𝑀𝐿2  

Data from balance trials were omitted if the participant lost balance during the trial. The entire 

block of trials was omitted if the participant lost balance during at least half of the trials for the 

given eye and base condition. 
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4.2.4 Posturographic Analysis 

To quantify and compare sitting performance in each of the experimental conditions, time 

domain, frequency domain, and stabilogram diffusion analyses were performed with each of the 

tilt angle time series (AP, ML, TM) for each trial. From the categories of analyses above, six 

commonly used posturographic measures were selected on the basis of linear independence from 

other posturographic measures [37] and reliability [23], [37]. In the time domain, the root-mean-

square (RMS), and the mean velocity (MVELO) were calculated from each time series [25]. In 

the frequency domain, the centroidal frequency (CFREQ) and the frequency dispersion 

(FREQD); were calculated in accordance with [25]. To do so, first the spectral density function 

for each time series was estimated using Welch’s method (five windows with 50% overlap). 

Finally, the short-term diffusion coefficient (DS) and short-term scaling exponent (Hurst 

exponent; HS) were calculated from a stabilogram diffusion plot (SDP) as described in [95]. The 

former was expressed on a logarithmic scale to meet assumptions of the linear model discussed 

below. Further details regarding the selection and calculation of posturographic measures are 

provided in Appendix A.  

4.2.5 Statistical Analysis 

The posturographic measures were tested for linear independence by calculating the matrix of 

correlation coefficients. Correlation coefficients were also calculated to quantify the relationship 

between weight, height, and the average posturographic measures for each participant. A linear 

mixed model was used to explore the relationship between posturographic measures from each 

trial and explanatory variables (Table 4-3): base condition (BASE; B2 or B3), eye condition 

(EYE; EO or EC), vibration condition (VIB; ON or OFF), and trial number since last rest (TR, 1-

6). In addition to these fixed-effects factors, the model included random-effects factors that vary 

by participant (PP; 1-15); this method accounts for the correlation of repeated measures obtained 

from the same participant and allows unbalanced trials to be included [132]. The linear model 

assumes that the residual error is normally distributed with constant variance. Histograms and 

plots of residuals were inspected to ensure that the assumptions were reasonable.  Post hoc, 

subgroups of trials were fit to the linear mixed-effects model to explore the BASE, EYE, and 

VIB effects within each condition and combination of conditions (Table 4-3). The significance of 

fixed effects factors in the linear mixed model was analyzed by an F-test of the ratio between the 
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variance between group means and the variance of residuals (ANOVA). F-tests with Bonferroni 

adjustments were performed to identify which of the multiple comparisons between explanatory 

variables were significant.  

Table 4-3: Summary of explanatory variables used in mixed linear model of balance trials. 

  

Sample Explanatory Variables Degrees of freedom 

ALL Eye, base, and vibration condition (EYE, BASE, VIB) 255 

B2 EYES, VIB 164 

B3 EYES, VIB 89 

EC BASE, VIB 107 

EO BASE, VIB 146 

B2, EC VIB 81 

B2, EO VIB 82 

B3, EC VIB 25 

B3, EO VIB 63 

ALL Trial number since last rest (TR) 257 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Response of Vibrotactile Display 

Figure 4-1 shows the magnitude of the AP (top) and ML (bottom) control signals (gray lines) 

from one exemplary balance trial. Horizontal lines represent the two-sided threshold; bold lines 

represent actively vibrating tactors in the corresponding direction: front for positive AP, rear for 

negative AP, right for positive ML, and left for negative ML (in accordance with Figure 3-5). In 

all cases where a control signal exceeded a threshold, the corresponding vibrators were activated 

with negligible onset latency. At least once during the depicted balance trial, the wobble board 

exceeded AP and ML thresholds simultaneously (see, e.g., data segment from 20 seconds on), 

resulting in activation of tactors in both corresponding directions (in accordance with Figure 3-

5). The vibrators were active (in at least one direction) for approximately 4.8 seconds, or 15.1% 

of the depicted balance trial.  
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Figure 4-1: Control signal time series in AP (top) and ML (bottom) directions during one 30-s 

balance trial (Participant 4, base #2, eyes open) with vibrotactile feedback. The gray time series 

represent the control signals (tilt angle plus one half of tilt velocity), whereas the black horizontal 

lines represent the two-sided thresholds for vibrotactile feedback. Bold lines indicate that tactors 

were active in the corresponding direction (front for positive AP, rear for negative AP, right for 

positive ML, left for negative ML). The vibrators were active (in at least one direction) for 

approximately 4.8 seconds, or 15.1% of the depicted balance trial. 

4.3.2 Sample Characteristics 

In total, 259 balance trials were analyzed (Table 4-4). Five of the fifteen participants completed 

balance trials under all four base and eye combinations. The other ten participants could not 

maintain balance on base #3 with eyes closed. Four of these ten participants could not maintain 

balance on base #3, regardless of eye condition.  
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Table 4-4: Summary of completed balance trials in each task condition. Trials in bold were 

excluded from the analysis because the participant lost balance in half or more of the balance 

trials for that task condition (in the case of Participant 11, all trials were excluded because the 

participant lost balance in half or more trials in all but one of the task conditions, so comparisons 

between conditions were unreliable). 

Participant Base #2 Base #3 
Total 

 Eyes Open Eyes Closed Eyes Open Eyes Closed 

1 6 6 0 0 12 

2 6 6 6 0 18 

3 6 6 6 0 18 

4 6 6 5 0 17 

5 6 6 6 5 23 

6 6 6 6 5 23 

7 6 6 6 6 24 

8 6 6 6 5 23 

9 6 6 6 0 18 

10 6 6 6 0 18 

11 6 2 3 0 0 

12 6 6 6 1 18 

13 6 5 2 0 11 

14 6 6 6 6 24 

15 6 6 0 0 12 

Total 84 83 65 27 259 

4.3.3 Correlation of Posturographic Measures 

As shown in Table 4-5, measures based on TM time series were highly correlated with their AP 

and ML counterparts; only FREQD of TM tilts appeared to be independent. Furthermore, TM-

based measures were only sensitive to the manipulated conditions when one (or both) of the 

corresponding AP- and ML-based measures were significant. Therefore, results of TM measures 

were omitted from the following sections in favor of the more interesting AP and ML results. 

Most of the remaining measures are linearly independent (r < 0.6) as shown in Table 4-5. The AP 

measures correlate to ML measures of the same type (except FREQD). The RMS and MVELO 

measures are highly correlated. The DS measures also correlate to the RMS and MVELO 

measures. The HS and CFREQ measures are negatively correlated.  
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Table 4-5: Matrix of correlation coefficients for posturographic measures derived from AP, ML, 

and TM tilt angles (coefficients greater than 0.60 are in bold). 
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4.3.4 Effects of Participant Anthropometry on Posturographic Measures 

Correlations between participant weights and heights and their average posturographic measures 

are shown in Table 4-6. Only trials performed on base #2 were considered, to maintain a 

balanced sample of posturographic measures (Table 4-4). Heavier and taller participants swayed 

faster (MVELO) and with greater variance (RMS) with greater diffusion (DS) in both directions. 

In the AP direction, taller participants swayed less frequently (CFREQ) but with higher 

frequency dispersion (FREQD). None of the correlation coefficients were greater than 0.5 in 

magnitude.  

Table 4-6: Correlation coefficients for the weight and height of each participant and the average 

of their posturographic measures from trials on base #2. 

Posturographic  

measure 

Tilt 

direction 
Weight Height 

RMS 
AP 0.30 0.33 

ML 0.33 0.38 

MVELO 
AP 0.35 0.24 

ML 0.37 0.35 

CFREQ 
AP -0.16 -0.47 

ML -0.18 -0.25 

FREQD 
AP 0.03 0.44 

ML -0.39 -0.14 

DS 
AP 0.44 0.29 

ML 0.49 0.41 

HS 
AP 0.18 0.20 

ML 0.36 0.30 

4.3.5 Effects of Base Curvature on Posturographic Measures 

Table 4-7 shows the average posturographic measures obtained from all successful trials in each 

combination of conditions. Table 4-8 shows the estimated change in each posturographic 

measure when seat instability is increased (BASE). In both AP and ML directions, RMS and 

MVELO were higher in trials with the less stable base (Figure 4-2). Also in the less stable base 

condition, FREQD was lower in the AP direction (Figure 4-3). DS increased due to increasing 
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seat instability, in both tilt directions (Figure 4-4). HS also increased due to increasing seat 

instability, but only in the AP direction for eyes closed. This particular effect was only 

significant according to the post-hoc test of trials with eyes closed (figure not shown). 
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Table 4-7: Posturographic measures derived from AP and ML tilts during upright sitting trials 

under each experimental condition. Average measures and their standard deviation were 

calculated for each participant, then averaged per condition across all participants. Shown in 

brackets is the average of within-participant standard deviations. 
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4.3.6 Effects of Eye Condition on Posturographic Measures 

Table 4-8 includes the estimated effect of eliminating visual input on each posturographic 

measure. Removing visual input had a similar effect on posturographic measures as increasing 

seat instability: RMS, MVELO, DS in both AP and ML directions, whereas HS increased in the 

AP direction only (Figure 4-2, Figure 4-4). In addition, FREQD decreased in the AP direction 

only (Figure 4-3).  

4.3.7 Effects of Vibrotactile Feedback on Posturographic Measures 

At least one of the control signals (AP, ML) was above the given threshold for feedback during 

25.6 ± 9.5 % of each ON trial and during 32.6 ± 10.8 % of each OFF trial (grand mean ± average 

of within-participant standard deviations). Table 4-8 shows that posturographic measures were 

generally less sensitive to the addition of vibrotactile feedback (VIB) than changes in base or eye 

condition, showing no significant differences between conditions (Figure 4-2 to Figure 4-4). 

However, the post-hoc analysis revealed the following significant effects: with eyes open on base 

#2, vibration significantly decreased RMS measures in both directions, increased CFREQ in the 

ML direction, and decreased HS in the ML direction. 
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Table 4-8: Estimated effect of experimental conditions on posturographic measures derived from 

tilt angles in each direction. Effects include: base (BASE: the estimated change in the 

posturographic measure when the radius of curvature is decreased, i.e., when the surface is less 

stable), eye (EYE: the estimated change in the posturographic measure when visual input is 

removed, i.e., when eyes are closed), vibration (VIB: the estimated change in the posturographic 

measure when the vibrotactile feedback is provided, i.e., compared to control trials with no 

feedback), and trials since last rest (TR: the estimated change in the posturographic measure 

when progressing from one trial to the next). Shown are the estimated coefficients of the linear 

mixed models, their standard error, and the probability that the F-statistic derived from the 

ANOVA in the mixed-effects model is observed under the hypothesis that the factor has no 

effect on the posturographic measure. Effects in bold are considered significant after a 

Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (αadjusted  = 0.0014).  

Posturographic Measure Direction Effect Estimate Standard Error Pr > F 

RMS 

[degrees] 

AP 

BASE 0.72 0.12 <0.0001 

EYE 0.75 0.15 <0.0001 

VIB* -0.12 0.05 <0.05 

TR -0.01 0.02 0.54 

ML 

BASE 0.80 0.14 <0.0001 

EYE 0.89 0.20 <0.0001 

VIB* -0.08 0.05 0.09 

TR 0.01 0.03 0.79 

MVELO 

[degrees/s] 

AP 

BASE 1.27 0.19 <0.0001 

EYE 1.51 0.27 <0.0001 

VIB -0.03 0.08 0.72 

TR -0.04 0.04 0.35 

ML 

BASE 1.59 0.21 <0.0001 

EYE 1.59 0.24 <0.0001 

VIB -0.07 0.09 0.45 

TR -0.04 0.05 0.43 

CFREQ 

[Hz x10-3] 

AP 

BASE 6.80 12.25 0.58 

EYE 7.75 11.03 0.48 

VIB 28.94 13.85 <0.05 

TR -7.00 2.73 <0.05 

ML 

BASE 2.95 14.38 0.84 

EYE -23.52 12.05 0.05 

VIB* 20.74 9.80 <0.05 

TR -7.51 2.95 <0.05 

   table continues on next page 
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Posturographic Measure Direction Effect Estimate Standard Error Pr > F 

FREQD 

[x10-3] 

AP 

BASE -27.31 7.72 <0.001 

EYE -39.16 6.22 <0.0001 

VIB -12.63 5.95 <0.05 

TR -1.17 1.91 0.54 

ML 

BASE 5.77 7.17 0.42 

EYE 11.77 8.15 0.15 

VIB 2.25 6.16 0.72 

TR 2.59 1.83 0.16 

log DS 

[-] 

AP 

BASE 1.39 0.16 <0.0001 

EYE 1.44 0.15 <0.0001 

VIB -0.08 0.08 0.32 

TR -0.03 0.04 0.38 

ML 

BASE 1.63 0.15 <0.0001 

EYE 1.53 0.14 <0.0001 

VIB -0.09 0.08 0.29 

TR -0.03 0.04 0.48 

HS  

[x10-3] 

AP 

BASE** 11.34 5.05 <0.05 

EYE 15.93 3.68 <0.0001 

VIB -3.91 4.65 0.40 

TR 2.88 1.08 <0.01 

ML 

BASE -0.55 4.31 0.90 

EYE -1.10 4.36 0.80 

VIB* -8.94 3.29 <0.01 

TR 1.79 0.99 0.07 
 

* significant when considering only trials on base #2 with eyes open 

** significant when considering only trials with eyes closed 
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Figure 4-2: Response of time-domain measures derived from AP (top) and ML (bottom) tilts to 

changes in base (decreased stability), eye (elimination of visual input), and vibration (addition of 

vibrotactile feedback) conditions. Circles indicate the estimated effect. Bars indicate the 

confidence intervals for effects, based on the Bonferroni-corrected confidence level (1 – αadjusted  

= 0.9986). Black bars represent measures that are significantly different between conditions. 
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Figure 4-3: Response of frequency-domain measures derived from AP (top) and ML (bottom) 

tilts to changes in base (decreased stability), eye (elimination of visual input), and vibration 

(addition of vibrotactile feedback) conditions. Circles indicate the estimated effect. Bars indicate 

the confidence intervals for effects, based on the Bonferroni-corrected confidence level (1 – 

αadjusted = 0.9986). Black bars represent measures that are significantly different between 

conditions. 
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Figure 4-4: Response of stabilogram diffusion measures derived from AP (top) and ML (bottom) 

tilts to changes in base (decreased stability), eye (elimination of visual input), and vibration 

(addition of vibrotactile feedback) conditions. Circles indicate the estimated effect. Bars indicate 

the confidence intervals for effects, based on the Bonferroni-corrected confidence level (1 – 

αadjusted = 0.9986). Black bars represent measures that are significantly different between 

conditions. 

4.3.8 Effects of Learning and Fatigue on Posturographic Measures 

In both tilt directions, HS increased and CFREQ decreased as trials progressed from the first to 

the sixth trial within a given base and eye condition (Table 4-8). After correcting for multiple 

comparisons, there were no significant linear trends in posturographic measures. 

4.4 Discussion 

The main objective of the present study was to evaluate the feasibility of using a portable sitting 

device to assess and train sensorimotor function during continuous, multidirectional 

perturbations. The main findings of the present study were that (1) the wobble board assessment 
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technique provides quantitative metrics that correlate with physical characteristics of non-

disabled individuals and manipulations of balance conditions; (2) the degree of instability 

elicited by the portable wobble board can be modulated, with predictable effects on the 

assessment metrics; (3) the assessment metrics are also sensitive to the condition of visual input, 

i.e., changes in the postural control system of non-disabled individuals; and (4) vibrotactile 

feedback can enhance the performance of non-disabled individuals during dynamic sitting. 

4.4.1 Sensitivity and Independence of Posturographic Measures 

In this study, posturographic measures were used to summarize deviations in tilt angle of the 

support surface during unstable sitting trials under manipulated experimental conditions. RMS 

and MVELO, known to reliably quantify unstable sitting kinematics [44], were sensitive to base, 

eye, and vibration condition. FREQD, DS, and HS were also sensitive to all three conditions, but 

only in certain trials and tilt directions. CFREQ was the least sensitive to the experimental 

conditions, affected only by vibration, but was the most sensitive to the progression of trials 

between rests; it may be more sensitive to characteristics of balance control that are affected by 

fatigue. 

The measures used in this study were selected to be independent of each other [37], although the 

observed correlation between measures suggests that some of these measures might still be 

redundant within the present context. DS correlates with RMS and MVELO (which are highly 

correlated in both directions); and HS correlates negatively with CFREQ. Significant changes in 

DS were only observed in cases where RMS and MVELO also changed significantly; therefore, 

computing all three of DS, RMS, and MVELO was probably redundant. Clinicians may consider 

omitting certain metrics for simplicity during balance assessments. The correlation between RMS 

and MVELO (0.87 and 0.90 for AP and ML directions, respectively) was much higher than 

observed in a study of COP-based posturographic measures during unstable sitting (0.27, 0.28) 

[37]. This discrepancy could be attributed to differences in measurement methods (tilt angles 

versus COP), or to differences in protocols: e.g., our 20 and 15 cm radii-hemispherical bases 

versus their 39 cm radius; our lack of foot support versus their attached footplate; and our 

participants were instructed to maintain an upright posture and keep the board as level as 

possible with arms crossed over the chest while their participants were instructed to grab a safety 

rail if needed to maintain balance, with those trials being included in their analysis). It is possible 
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that any of the posturographic measures included here or in other works may quantify some 

unique characteristic of balance control that would only be observed when individuals with a 

specific impairment perform a certain balance protocol. As such, posturographic measures can 

give insight into the underlying mechanisms of postural control, improving the specificity of 

assessment of balance-impaired individuals. 

Each combination of base and eye conditions included four 30-s practice trials followed by six 

30-s assessment trials, meant to mitigate the confounding effect of learning that has been 

detected for this type of assessment [110]. From the first to the sixth trial in each condition, 

linear trends were observed in CFREQ of AP and ML tilts (both decreasing) and HS of AP tilts 

(increasing); however, none of the effects were statistically significant. This result suggests that 

either the training protocol is sufficient to mitigate learning from affecting the balance 

assessment, or learning improvements are counterbalanced by the effect of fatigue. To improve 

the reliability and repeatability of within-participant measures, the training period could be 

increased [44] or a calibration procedure used [23]; however, the potential of fatigue to confound 

the assessment should also be considered. The position of the participants’ limbs during sitting 

should also be paid special attention to, since different configurations can significantly affect 

sitting performance [100]. 

Posturographic measures varied significantly among participants in the non-disabled sample, but 

were mostly uncorrelated with weight and height characteristics. The increased speed and 

decreased frequency of wobble board tilt in taller participants could have biomechanical causes; 

e.g., according to an inverted-pendulum model of upright sitting, increasing the height of the 

center of mass (COM) above the hip joint decreases the stability just as increasing the radius of 

curvature of the base does [29]. The inter-participant variability could also be attributed to 

differences in strength, endurance, anticipatory postural adjustments, proprioception, reflexes, 

prior training, and flexibility [24]. The potential for inter-participant comparisons of 

posturographic measures is, therefore, limited. To validate the wobble board assessment method 

for clinical use, test-retest reliability of posturographic measures and their relationship to 

potential balance impairments should be investigated.  
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4.4.2 Modularity of Unstable Sitting Task 

As discussed in Chapter 3, an unstable support surface can enhance assessment paradigms by 

provoking reactive balance control mechanisms, and manipulating the degree of instability 

allows the assessment to be tailored to individuals of ranging abilities. All but one of the non-

disabled participants in the present study were able to maintain upright sitting with base #2 

attached. Note that easier (base #1) and more difficult (base #4, base #5) conditions are available. 

Similar apparatuses have been described [18], [29], [32], [33], [37] and other techniques that 

perturb seated balance using prescribed motion [73] or continuously modulated passive 

mechanisms [111]; our method holds the advantage of accessibility and portability, as its design 

was tailored for clinical assessment and training paradigms rather than laboratory-restricted 

research. The task can also be modulated by attaching a footrest that restricts any 

counterbalancing motions of the legs. Other unstable sitting assessments have used attached foot 

supports to constrain the influence of the lower limbs [29], [37], or measured the COP exerted by 

one foot on a floor-mounted force plate and, thus, identified the contribution of leg and trunk 

control to dynamic sitting balance [36], [110]. In the present study, omitting the foot support 

saved time during experimental setup, but confounds the comparison of the results to other 

unstable sitting studies. A balance therapist could choose to attach the wobble board’s modular 

foot support and any curved base, depending on the needs or goals of the individual being trained 

or assessed.  

4.4.3 Quantitative Assessment of Conditioned Responses 

The observation of balance trials on base #3 compared to those on base #2 revealed differences 

in the posturographic measures derived from the tilt angles measured during these trials. The 

significant increase in RMS and MVELO suggests decreased postural proficiency and increased 

neuromuscular control, respectively [19], [25], [149], indicating that the curved bases can indeed 

be modulated to decrease mechanical support, and thereby demand additional active control to 

maintain upright sitting, consistent with the study objectives. Also in base #3 trials, CFREQ was 

unchanged in both directions and FREQD was lower in the AP direction compared to base #2 

trials. Decreased FREQD could be the result of increased stiffness of the trunk via co-contraction 

of agonist-antagonist pairs during challenging balance conditions [105]; however, this result 

warrants further investigation. HS measures were also sensitive in the AP direction only, 
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showing a significant increase that suggests greater persistence of wobble board tilts in the less 

stable condition. The observed values of HS remained well above 0.5 in all conditions, indicating 

that tilt angles move persistently away from equilibrium in the short term [95]. The reported 

values of HS (0.84-0.87) are consistent with those derived from COP displacements during 

sitting on a similar support surface (0.79 – 0.81) [29] and those derived from angular 

displacements of a sitting surface that uses a central pivot and springs to modulate support (0.76-

0.77) [34]. 

Similar patterns in posturographic measures were observed when comparing trials with eyes 

closed to trials with eyes open as when comparing base #3 trials with base #2 trials (both reveal 

increases in DS and time-domain measures), suggesting that lack of visual input has a similar 

effect on postural performance in non-disabled individuals as a decrease in mechanical support. 

The response of RMS and DS measures is consistent with the findings of Silfies et al., who 

investigated the relative effects of increasing seat instability and elimination of visual input by 

measuring COP displacements of non-disabled individuals during unstable sitting (MVELO and 

frequency domain measures were not reported) [30]. The observed decrease in FREQD of AP 

tilts indicates that the power spectrum of the tilt signal varies over a narrower range of 

frequencies, i.e., the frequency of tilt is less variable in more challenging conditions (base #3, 

eyes closed). In these conditions, we also observed a significant increase in HS derived from AP 

tilts, whereas no change was observed in COP-based posturographic measures between eye 

conditions [30]. This discrepancy could be attributed to differences in measured variables or 

other methodological aspects (e.g., trial schedule, support surface characteristics, or participant 

instructions). 

It has been shown that the observed short-and long-term regions of SDP curves can be 

reproduced by a simple model of time-delayed feedback control [150]. In the current study, the 

elimination of visual input presumably degrades the quality of the feedback signal, which 

decreases the overall stability (RMS, MVELO) and increases the short-term persistence of tilts 

(DS, HS). Since proprioception of support surface tilt is thought to trigger co-contraction in the 

early response to support surface tilt, with multisensory integration (including visual, if present) 

triggering precise muscle activation later [74],  it is possible that the observed increase in HS is a 

result of adaptations of the controller strategy to the absence of visual input [151]. In other 

words, an increased co-contraction during eyes closed conditions may lead to more persistent 
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tilts in the short term. Since there is a redundant set of control strategies that may stabilize the 

upper body in any given environment [76], effective assessment techniques must be able to 

identify potential compensatory changes in the postural control system. The response of time- 

and frequency-domain measures as well as of stabilogram diffusion measures to the stability and 

visual conditions presented to non-disabled participants in this study reflects their potential use 

as quantitative measures of dynamic seated balance stability. Further research is warranted to 

explore whether these and other measures are also sensitive to changes in postural characteristics 

of certain clinical populations during dynamic sitting.  

4.4.4 Potential for Enhancement of Training by Vibrotactile Feedback 

The results of the balance assessment and training study show that the vibrating tactors deliver 

kinematics-encoded feedback to the wobble board surface. The vibrotactile feedback control 

signal was based on tilt angle and velocity, leading to decreased tilt variance (RMS) and velocity 

(MVELO) in non-disabled participants. The effect of vibrotactile feedback on RMS and MVELO 

indicates that seated balance is more stable during the balance trials where vibrotactile feedback 

was provided. The corresponding increase in CFREQ suggests that the neuromuscular control 

system makes postural adjustments more frequently to maintain the increased stability. Feedback 

only significantly improved time domain measures in the easiest balance conditions (base #2, 

eyes open). As such, it is possible that the feedback is only useful to refine performance of an 

already simple task, and may not be useful to non-disabled individuals when challenged near the 

limits of their stability. In other words, the non-disabled participants used as many postural 

adjustments as were necessary to maintain stable position and velocity combinations during 

seated balance, and, when feedback was provided, used more frequent postural adjustments only 

if the neuromuscular control system was not already fully engaged [69]. Or, it is possible that 

significance of feedback effects is obscured by the increased variability and smaller sample size 

of posturographic measures in more difficult balance conditions. In either case, the potential for 

the feedback to be used in balance training paradigms is clear: for individuals who struggle to 

achieve the proper neuromuscular coordination required to maintain upright sitting, vibrotactile 

feedback could provide cues to establish proper coordination of muscular output during training. 

Consider individuals with hemispatial neglect (a common symptom post-stroke) who may be 

free of sensory impairments, yet unaware of an impending loss of balance [152]. In such cases, 
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prompts from a vibrotactile feedback system could relieve therapists from a coaching role during 

training sessions [52] and increase motivation to maintain consistent sitting posture. In fact, the 

eight vibrotactile tactors in the surface of the wobble board and their activation thresholds can be 

easily re-configured to address specific directional limitations in balance-impaired individuals. 

The efficacy of training with this vibrotactile feedback system should be explored in more detail, 

including longitudinal effects and further characterization of the postural response [60].  

4.5 Conclusions 

The balance assessment test in this study was designed to demonstrate the sensitivity of 

posturographic measures derived from wobble board tilt angles to the conditioned response of 

non-disabled individuals. Moreover, the protocol was designed to explore assessment and 

training techniques for potential use in a clinical setting. The basic functions of the wobble board 

have been demonstrated on a sample of non-disabled individuals. The wobble board’s curved 

bases elicit the response of reactive control strategies required to maintain upright sitting. 

Posturographic measures calculated from the on-board IMU are sensitive to changes in eye 

conditions and level of seat instability. Vibrating tactors display balance cues during dynamic 

sitting, and facilitate improved balance performance in non-disabled individuals. More extensive 

testing is required to determine whether the device can be more effective than current techniques 

for assessing and training seated balance.  
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5 Conclusion 

For balance-impaired individuals, optimizing rehabilitation outcomes relies on assessment and 

training techniques that should be based on ever-expanding evidence of human sensorimotor 

control mechanisms. Quantitative assessment protocols exist to provide reliable insight into the 

integrity of mechanisms that control balance. Sensory augmentation techniques are proven to 

enhance standing balance training. However, there are currently no clinical tools that provide 

quantitative assessment and vibrotactile feedback during dynamic seated balance (Chapter 2).  

The first objective of this thesis was to engineer such a tool. The wobble board combines 

elements of previous biomedical devices (interchangeable bases to elicit modular instability, an 

on-board IMU to measure displacement of the support surface, and vibrating tactors to facilitate 

tilt-based sensory augmentation) into one novel device. The device design sets a new standard 

for passively perturbed sitting assessments: the wobble board is portable, modular, and 

instrumented to meet the specific goals of clinical assessment and training paradigms (Chapter 

3).  

The second objective of this thesis was to evaluate the feasibility of using the device to assess 

and train sensorimotor function during continuous, multidirectional perturbations by assessing 

and training a sample of non-disabled volunteers under experimental conditions. The assessment 

technique, i.e., measurement and analysis of support surface tilt angles during unstable sitting, 

can distinguish eyes-closed sitting from eyes-open sitting and two different instability levels in a 

sample of non-disabled participants (Chapter 4). The vibrotactile feedback technique, i.e., real-

time directional stimulation of lower-body cutaneous receptors based on support surface tilt 

angle and velocity, can facilitate improved performance of dynamic sitting in a sample of non-

disabled participants (Chapter 4). This information is critical for the development of seated 

balance assessment and training techniques in the future. 
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5.1 Future Directions 

To be considered for clinical use, the wobble aboard assessment technique requires further 

investigation. There are several clinical functions that should be explored, including the ability of 

the outcome measures to provide differential diagnosis, predict risk of falling, and measure 

therapeutic effects in individuals with impaired seated balance. Clinical validation of the 

posturographic measures requires investigation of their repeatability, reproducibility, and test-

retest reliability. The assessment technique is only useful when it can reliably identify specific 

deficiencies in seated balance that lead to more effective treatments.  

The wobble board could be used to validate aspects of other assessment techniques that involve 

passive perturbation methods. In some cases, this would require certain modifications to the 

method, such as: adding a safety rail at approximately elbow height for participants to keep 

themselves from losing balance, attaching springs beneath the wobble board surface to provide 

continuous modulation of the degree of instability, placing the wobble board on a force plate to 

measure reaction forces during seated balance,  or adding one or more IMUs that can attach to 

the participant’s body and measure its tilt angles with respect to the wobble board. These 

additions could make the wobble board assessment technique more robust and adaptable, but 

may subtract from its portability and accessibility.  

Further development and investigation is required to optimize the vibrotactile feedback provided 

by the wobble board for enhanced balance training. As discussed in Chapter 2, there are several 

means by which vibrotactile feedback may train upright sitting in balance-impaired individuals. 

The potential training benefits warrant further investigation of vibrotactile feedback during 

dynamic sitting as a training tool for balance-impaired individuals.  Future research should 

explore whether the technique can benefit clinical populations in real-world sitting conditions, 

and whether this benefit is greater than that of simpler training methods. For example, 

longitudinal training sessions could be studied to investigate the retention of performance 

enhancement and the response of clinically-significant outcomes (e.g. quality of life, occurrence 

of falls), with vibrotactile feedback trainees practicing in parallel with wobble board trainees and 

traditional balance therapies. 

As shown in the literature, the vibrotactile feedback scheme could be optimized to provide 

feedback cues with direction and timing that are optimized for a given task or goal. Identification 
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of these optimal parameters requires further experimentation. For example, the EMG response to 

directional vibrotactile stimuli could be measured during quiet sitting to identify automatic body 

response to such stimuli. Furthermore, the feedback signal can comprise different weights of 

position and velocity, and the threshold can be designed to reflect the limits of stability or other 

standards. In addition, a body-based IMU could provide tilt measurements to the feedback 

controller, which would facilitate vibrotactile feedback training during quasi-static sitting (i.e., 

for individuals who cannot maintain balance on even the flattest base curvature).  

In summary, a tool for assessing and training seated balance has been developed and validated. 

While there are many alterations and improvements to the technique that may be further 

investigated, its current functions have been demonstrated to assess and train non-disabled 

individuals. This preliminary validation step is expected to provide a foundation for future 

investigations involving assessment and training of clinical populations with impaired seated 

balance. 
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Appendices  

Appendix A: Selection and Calculation of Posturographic 
Measures 

Many posturographic measures, derived from various analytic methodologies, have been used to 

summarize kinematic or kinetic time series and gain understanding of the mechanisms that 

maintain stability during balance tasks. Eight categories of posturographic analysis and their 

associated posturographic measures are listed in Table A1 and overviewed below. 

Time domain measures estimate the deviation of the COP or body segment from its average 

position. The mean tilt (MEAN) is the average of the absolute displacement values. The root-

mean-square (RMS) is the average of the squared displacement values, or the standard deviation 

of the zero-mean time series. The mean velocity (MVELO) is the total excursion of the COP 

trajectory divided by the duration of the measurement. The sway area (AREA-SW) is the area 

enclosed by the COP path per unit of time.  The area of the 95% confidence circle (AREA-CC) 

and ellipse (AREA-CE) are expected to enclose 95% of the bivariate COP or body segment 

distribution of displacements. The fractal dimension measures the degree to which a planar curve 

fills the metric space as calculated from the planar diameter of the curve (FDPD), the 95% 

confidence circle (FDCC) or the 95% confidence ellipse (FDCE). Mean frequency (MNFREQ) 

is proportional to the ratio of the mean velocity to the mean distance. It is typically presumed that 

smaller values of time domain measures are representative of a more stable system.  

Frequency domain measures aim to characterize the power spectral density of the COP or body 

segment displacement. The median frequency (MDFREQ) and 95% power frequency (UPFREQ) 

are the smallest frequencies below which 50% and 95% of the respective total power is found. 

According to [25], the centroidal frequency (CFREQ) is the square root of the ratio of second 

spectral moments to corresponding spectral densities between 0 and 5 Hz. An increase in 

quantile or centroidal frequencies indicates that kinematic or COP variable was displaced with 

greater amplitude at higher frequencies. The frequency dispersion (FREQD) is a unitless 

measure of the variability of the frequency content. Frequency measures are generally expected 
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to increase with the responsiveness of the system, since control that is more responsive produces 

more frequent movements of the system. 

The stabilogram diffusion plot (SDP) computes the square of the displacements between all pairs 

of points that are separated by a certain time interval; these squared displacements are averaged, 

and the process repeated for increasing intervals [95]. The short- and long-term diffusion 

coefficients (DS, DL) are calculated from the slope of mean square COP displacement plotted 

against time intervals, and measures of the behaviour of the mean square displacement relative to 

random walk in a straight line or plane. The critical point (CP) is calculated as the intersection of 

these two slopes. Scaling exponents (HS, HL) can be estimated from log-log plots of the same 

curves. Other exponential scaling exponents, as derived from detrended fluctuation analysis 

(DFA) or rescaled range analysis (RRA) [97], can also quantify postural stability [153]. 

Finite-time estimates of the largest Lyapunov exponents [154] parametrize the divergence of 

states in a dynamic system.  These parameters can characterize the stability of seated posture 

[69], [155].  

Sway density plots (SDPs) are used to identify the characteristics of stable regions in COP or 

segment displacements [156]. A sway density curve (SDC) indicates how many consecutive 

measurements lie within a certain radius. For a given SDC, seven parameters can be extracted: 

the mean number of SDC peaks per second (MNUM), the mean time between consecutive SDC 

peaks (MDUR), the standard deviation of times between consecutive peaks (SDUR), the mean of 

the spatial distance between consecutive SDC peaks (MDIST), the standard deviation of the 

spatial distance between consecutive peaks (SDIST), the mean duration of the SDC peaks 

(MPEAKS), and the standard deviation of the mean duration of SDC peaks (SPEAKS). The mean 

duration of these peaks describes how long the displacement variable stays within a certain 

radius.  

Recurrence quantification analysis (RQA) identifies recurrent points in a time series. From a 

recurrence plot in which each data point on the x-axis is plotted against each other data point on 

the y-axis, the percentage of recurrent data points (RECUR), the percentage determinism (DET), 

the mean diagonal length (DIAG), and the entropy (RENTR) are calculated [157]. Entropy 

estimates level of chaos in the dynamical system, and can also be calculated using the sample 

entropy (SENTR) of the COP or segment displacement time series [86]. 
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The number of dimensions required to describe a dynamic system indicate how complex the 

system is. Dimensionality analysis can estimate dimensionality (D2) for standing [153] and 

sitting [155]. 

Table A1: Posturographic measures derived from various methods for summarizing time-varying 

kinematic and kinetic variables during balance tasks. Typical abbreviations and units are 

included for some measures. 

Posturographic Measure Abbreviation Units 

Time Domain Analysis [25]  

Mean displacement of COP or body segment MEAN ° or cm 

Root-mean-square distance RMS, VAR ° or cm 

Mean velocity MVELO °/s or cm/s 

Root-mean-square velocity VARVELO °/s or cm/s 

Sway area AREA-SW deg2/s or cm2/s 

Area of 95% confidence circle AREA-CC deg2/s or cm2/s 

Area of 95% confidence ellipse AREA-CE deg2/s or cm2/s 

Mean frequency 
MNFREQ, 

MFREQ 

Hz 

Fractal dimension based on planar diameter FDPD  

Fractal dimension based on the 95% confidence circle FDCC  

Fractal dimension based on the 95% confidence ellipse FDCE  

Frequency Domain Analysis [25]  

50% power frequency or median power frequency 
MDFREQ, 

FREQ50 

Hz 

95% power frequency 
UPFREQ, 

FREQ95 

Hz 

Centroidal Frequency CFREQ Hz 

Frequency Dispersion FREQD  

Stabilogram Diffusion Analysis [95]  

Diffusion coefficient for the short-term region DS deg2/s or cm2/s 

Diffusion coefficient for the long-term region DL deg2/s or cm2/s 

Short term scaling exponent HS  
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Long term scaling exponent HL  

Critical point CP s 

Fractal Analysis [97]   

Hurst exponent by rescaled range analysis RRAH  

Hurst exponent by detrended fluctuation analysis DFAH  

Lyapunov Exponents [154]   

Lyapunov exponent corresponding to the short interval Ls  

Lyapunov exponent corresponding to the long interval Ll  

Sway Density Analysis [156]   

Mean number of SDC peaks per second MNUM Hz 

Mean time between consecutive SDC peaks MDUR s 

SD of times between consecutive peaks SDUR s 

Mean of the spatial distance between consecutive SDC 

peaks 
MDIST 

deg or cm 

SD of the spatial distance between consecutive peaks SDIST deg or cm 

Mean duration of the SDC peaks MPEAKS s 

SD of the duration of the SDC peaks SPEAKS s 

Recurrence Quantification Analysis [157]  

Percentage of recurrent data points RECUR % 

Percentage determinism DET % 

Mean diagonal length DIAG deg or cm 

Entropy RENTR  

Sample Entropy [86]   

Entropy SENTR  

Dimensionality Analysis [153]  

Correlation dimension D2  

 

Selecting Posturographic Measures 

Posturographic measures were selected based on three criteria: (1) linear independence from 

other posturographic measures (2) reliability, and (3) sensitivity to changes in postural dynamics. 

Previous studies of sitting balance have selected posturographic measures using one or more of 

these criteria: van Dieën et al. and Bardbado et al. calculated posturographic measures from COP 
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displacements during unstable sitting on a hemispherical seat [37], [44]; Larivière et al. 

calculated posturographic measures from COP displacements during unstable sitting on a seat 

with a central pivot and calibrated springs [23]. 

The first study found that UPFREQ, Dl, Hl, CP, MNUM, MDUR, SDUR, had low reliability; HS, 

SDPEAKS, and MVELO correlated with only one or none of other parameters; and the remaining 

measures could be explained by linear combinations of RMS, MDFREQ, or DS (FD, CFREQ, 

FREQD, and D2 were not calculated) [37]. The second calculated only RMS and MVELO, and 

found that both had high test-retest reliability after a familiarization period (their correlation was 

not tested) [44]. The third study found that FD, FREQD, RRAH, MNUM, MDIST, and SDIST, 

and DET were the most reliable measures of postural sway (correlations were not tested,  DFAH, 

D2, and CFREQ were not calculated) [23].  

Previous research has explored interrelationships among posturographic measures derived from 

model simulations of upright standing, showing that ; the results are represented schematically in 

Figure A1 [150]. In the wobble board assessment demonstration (Chapter 4), we calculated RMS 

and MVELO from time domain analysis, CFREQ and FREQD from frequency domain analysis, 

and HS and DS from stabilogram diffusion analysis. Admittedly, exponential scaling exponents 

calculated by DFA or RRA may provide more precise estimates of long term correlations [97]. 

Additionally, it is possible that SDPEAKS or other measures could provide additional, unique 

information pertaining to seated stability [37]. However, DFA, RRA, SDP, and other analyses 

were omitted for the sake of brevity. Moreover, the present study aims to demonstrate the 

potential of the wobble board to be used as an assessment tool; it is beyond the scope of this 

study to determine which posturographic measures are ideal for unstable sitting assessment. In 

Chapter 4, Pearson’s correlation coefficients were calculated to quantify the linear relationship 

between the selected posturographic measures.  
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Figure A1: A schematic representation of 3 aggregated groups of posturographic measures 

obtained from model simulations of upright standing. Solid lines connect sway measures with 

correlation coefficients above 0.9, dashed lined connect posturographic measures with a 

correlation above 0.8 [150]. 

Calculating Selected Measures 

In the following section: 

 𝑥𝑖   denotes 𝐴𝑃𝑖, 𝑀𝐿𝑖,  𝑜𝑟 𝑇𝑀𝑖, corresponding to the anteroposterior, mediolateral, or resultant 

displacement of the COP or segment at time frame i 

𝑛   denotes the number of samples in the measurement 

 T   denotes the time span of the measurement 

μi  denotes the ith spectral moment 

Time-Domain Measures 

The mean tilt (MEAN) is the average of the absolute tilt values. 

𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁 =  
1

𝑛
∑|𝑥𝑖|

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

The root-mean-square (RMS) is the average of the squared tilt values. For a zero-mean time 

series, this measure is equivalent to the standard deviation (SD). 
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𝑅𝑀𝑆 = 𝑆𝐷 = √
1

𝑛
∑[𝑥𝑖]

2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

The mean velocity (MVELO) is the total excursion divided by the duration of the trial. 

𝑀𝑉𝐸𝐿𝑂 =  
∑ |𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑥𝑖|

𝑁−1
𝑛=1

𝑇
 

Frequency-Domain Measures 

The centroidal frequency (CFREQ) is the square root of the ratio of second spectral moments to 

corresponding spectral densities between 0 and 5 Hz. 

𝐶𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑄 = [
𝜇2

𝜇0
⁄ ]

1
2⁄  

The frequency dispersion (FREQD) is calculated from the ratio of first spectral moments to 

second and zero spectral moments between 0 and 5 Hz. 

𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑄𝐷 =  [1 −
𝜇1

2

𝜇0𝜇2
⁄ ]

1
2⁄

 

The kth spectral moment is defined as the sum of the discrete power estimates, each multiplied k 

times by the corresponding frequency.  

Estimating power spectral density  

The frequency of a postural response variable (e.g., COP, body segment displacement, or support 

surface tilt angles) may contain valuable information about the postural response. Consider the 

kinematic data recorded in Chapter 4: after the initial processing of wobble board tilt angles 

(resampling, demeaning, truncating), the time series to be analyzed are each 28-s in length, 

sampled at 32 Hz; yielding 896 samples per series. The periodogram can be estimated using a 

fast fourier transform. To decrease the variance of this power spectrum estimate, modified 

periodograms (Hamming windowed) are calculated for segments of the time series and averaged 

(this is known as Welch’s method). Using more windows decreases the variance but also 

decreases the resolution. Some choices for window length and overlap are shown in Figure A2. 

Using 4 windows (358 samples each) with 179 sample overlap reduces the variance and 
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maintains a resolution of 0.09 Hz. This method was used to obtain power spectrum estimates for 

calculating frequency-domain posturographic measures (Chapter 4). 

 

Figure A2: Single-sided amplitude spectrum of a 28-s tilt angle recording plotted on a log-log 

scale. The light gray line represents the estimate obtained from one modified periodogram. The 

remaining lines represent estimates according to Welch’s method, with parameters described in 

the legend.  

Stabilogram Diffusion Plots 

According to [95], the stabilogram diffusion plot (SDP), computes the square of the 

displacements between all pairs of points (Δx) that are separated by a certain time interval (Δt); 

these squared displacements are averaged, and the process repeated for increasing values of Δt 

[95]. For a COP or angular trajectory made up of N data points where Δt spans m sampling 

intervals, this computation is expressed as: 

〈∆𝑥2〉∆𝑡 =
∑ (𝑥𝑖+𝑚 − 𝑥𝑖)

2𝑁−𝑚
𝑖=1

𝑁 − 𝑚
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where 〈∙〉 indicates a calculation of the mean value. The diffusion coefficient (D) is a measure of 

the behaviour of the mean square displacement relative to random walk in a straight line or 

plane. This relation is expressed as: 

〈∆𝑥2〉 = 2𝐷∆𝑡  

The parameter D can be calculated from the slope of mean square COP displacement plotted 

against time intervals. Similarly, scaling exponents (H) can be estimated from log-log scaled 

plots of the same data. When the stabilogram diffusion plot exhibits a different slope for short 

time intervals that for long time intervals, the critical point (CP) is calculated as the intersection 

of these two slopes as shown in Figure A3. Then, D and H can be calculated for each region (DS, 

DL, HS, HL). Model simulations have suggested that parameters derived from stabilogram 

diffusion analysis should be more sensitive to changes in postural dynamics than most other 

sway measures [150].  

Cholewicki et al. used stabilogram diffusion analysis to demonstrate that COP displacements 

exhibit antipersistent behaviour in the long term during dynamic sitting. [29]. In this study, an 

unstable sitting apparatus was placed on a force plate, and hemispheres with decreasing 

diameters were attached to the apparatus to achieve increasing levels of instability. The 

stabilogram diffusion plots feature long and short term regions similar to those seen in quiet 

standing [95]. In contrast to the open-loop interpretation of short term diffusion coefficients 

presented by [95], when users of the seat closed their eyes (i.e., removed visual feedback), short 

term diffusion coefficients were increased compared to trials with visual feedback, indicating 

that visual feedback affects the open-loop control system, which it should not according to the 

definition of open loop control [30]. This finding supports the alternative hypothesis that postural 

control is a continuously regulated feedback system, without open-loop systems [158]. 
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Figure A3: Schematic representation of stabilogram-diffusion plot and associated parameters 

[95]. 
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Appendix B: Bill of Materials 

Table B1: Bill of materials for wobble board 

Component Manufacturer 
Part 

number  

Cost 

per part 

($CAD) 

Estimated 

mass per 

part (g) 

Quantity 

Total 

cost 

($CAD) 

Total 

mass 

(g) 

Platform base In-house(a) 8657K414 22.74 1071 1 22.74 1071 

Platform filler In-house 8657K421 135.38 4791 1 135.38 4791 

Platform lid In-house 8657K414 22.74 1571 1 22.74 1571 

Hitch In-house 6582K433 46.57 341 1 46.57 341 

Leg Bar In-house 6545K7 22.15 1008 1 22.15 1008 

Foot Bar In-house 4931T31 19.03 97 2 38.06 194 

Adjustable 

Torque 

Knob 

Vlier TH103A   1   

Aluminum 

5/16-18 

Rivet Nut 

McMaster-

Carr 
93482A810 15.80  1 15.80  

3" 5/16-18 

Threaded 

Rod 

McMaster-

Carr 
90575A593 10.38  1 10.38  

Square 

Finishing Plug 

McMaster-

Carr 
9565K51 16.10  1 16.10  

Clevis Pin 
McMaster-

Carr 
97245A616 5.10  2 10.20  

Cotter Pin 
McMaster-

Carr 
97245A616 5.10  2 10.20  

Counterbalance In-house 8910K67 39.71 3623 1 39.71 3623 

Curved Base In-house       

Base stud In-house 90596A039 7.58 92 1 7.58 92 

Base extrusion In-house 9546K43 4.03 28 1 4.03 28 

2.5" 5/8-11 

Threaded Rod 

McMaster-

Carr 
90322A170 4.45 100 1 4.45 100 
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1/4" Washer 
McMaster-

Carr 
91081A129 3.63  6 21.78  

3/8" Washer 
McMaster-

Carr 
91081A131 7.68  2 15.36  

1/4" Hex Nut 
McMaster-

Carr 
90499A029 3.80  6 22.80  

3/8" Hex Nut 
McMaster-

Carr 
93827A225 17.70  2 35.40  

3/8-16x1x1 CS 

Bolt 

McMaster-

Carr 
90911A624 19.37  2 38.74  

1/4-20x1.5x1.5 

CS Bolt 

McMaster-

Carr 
91858A546 7.86  2 15.72  

1/4-20x5/8x5/8 

CS Bolt 

McMaster-

Carr 
91500A538 9.67  4 38.68  

Total      594.57 12819 

(a) In-house manufacturing and consulting was provided by the University of Alberta Mechanical 

Engineering machine shop, for a combined total of 63 hours at a rate of $25 per hour. 
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Table B2: Bill of Materials for wobble board instrumentation 

Component Manufacturer Part 

number 

Printing 

time (min) 

Cost per 

part 

($CAD) 

Quantity Total cost 

($CAD) 

microprocessor 

board 

Arduino MEGA 

2560 

 45.99 1 45.99 

inertial 

measurement 

unit 

x-io 

Technologies 

Limited 

x-IMU with 

enclosure 

 504.56(a) 1 504.56 

IMU enclosure in-house(b) n/a 25  1  

Vibrational 

tactors 

Sparkfun 

Electronics 

LilyPad 

Vibe Board 

 8.35(c) 8 66.80 

Tactor enclosure in-house n/a 5  8  

Wiring and 

connectors 

in-house n/a     

Total      617.35 

(a) conversion made using 1.63 CAD to 1.00 GBP as of July 30, 2017; costs do not include shipping, 

taxes, or fees 

(b) 3D printing and electronics wiring was completed by the author at the Glenrose Research Centre.  

(c) conversion made using 1.31 CAD to 1.00 USD as of June 19, 2017; costs do not include 

shipping, taxes, or fees 
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Appendix C: Estimating Tilt Angles from Motion Capture 
Measurements 

In trunk biomechanics and many other applications, we often want to convert the measured 

locations of reflective markers into angles that represent the orientation of the body segment or 

support surface being marked. Methods for doing so are described below.  

In the context of rigid body biomechanics, a local coordinate system (LCS) is an orthonormal 

basis of vectors attached to a rigid body in 3D space. Any rotation of the rigid body is reflected 

in the direction of the vectors that comprise the LCS. Any translation of the rigid body is 

reflected in the location of the origin of the LCS.  

In the technical validation study, the location of four reflective markers on the wobble board 

surface (ANT, POST, LEFT, RIGHT) were measured and used to determine a LCS defining the 

time-varying orientation of the wobble board with respect to the global coordinate system (GCS) 

of the laboratory. In particular, the LCS was defined as  

𝑟𝑦⃑⃑  ⃑ = 𝐴𝑁𝑇 − 𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑇 6 

𝑟𝑧⃑⃑ = 𝑟𝑦⃑⃑  ⃑  ×  (𝑅𝐼𝐺𝐻𝑇 − 𝐿𝐸𝐹𝑇) 7 

𝑟𝑥⃑⃑⃑  = 𝑟𝑧⃑⃑  ×  𝑟𝑦⃑⃑  ⃑ 8 

A rotation matrix is a matrix that postmultiplies one LCS to give the vectors coordinates of 

another, thus defining the relative orientation of two LCSs. Note that the rotation matrix (𝑅) 

between the global frame (an identity matrix) and the wobble board LCS is just the LCS 

(Equation 10). This is not true for, say, the rotation matrix between LCSs defining trunk 

orientation and pelvic orientation.  

𝑅 = {𝑟𝑥⃑⃑⃑  , 𝑟𝑦⃑⃑  ⃑, 𝑟𝑧⃑⃑ } 9 

[𝐿𝐶𝑆] = [𝑅][𝐺𝐶𝑆] 10 

The tilt angles obtained from a 3-dimensional rotation matrix depend on the sequence of planar 

rotations assumed to comprise it. For example, rotating by γ about the x-axis, then β about the y-

axis, then α about the z-axis gives a different result than rotating about by the same angles about 

the y-, then z-, then x-axis. Furthermore, the rotations could be performed about the new axes as 
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they are formed (moving axes), and about the same axis more than once. Rotations about 

consecutive moving axes produce Euler angle sets, while rotations about fixed axes produce 

Cardan angle sets. This procedure is detailed in p 44-52 of [159] and p 39-51 of [135]. 

Cardan Angle Method 

According to a suggested procedure for calculating human joint angles [160], a Cardan sequence 

was selected: rotation about the fixed axes z-y-x (yaw, then roll, then pitch), which is equivalent 

to rotating sequentially about the moving axes x-y-z. The derivation of the of the angle set is 

shown in equations 11 and 12.  Equations 13 and 14 show how the tilt angles in the AP and ML 

planes can be extracted from this matrix according to [135], noting that the ML axis coincides 

with the y-axis, and the AP axis with the x-axis of the wobble board LCS. Note that 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2  is the 

four-quadrant inverse tangent, and 𝑟𝑚 are the column vectors of the wobble board rotation 

matrix, i.e., the normalized position vectors of the wobble board LCS in the global reference 

frame. There will be some systematic bias introduced by the selection of rotation choice of 

order.   

𝑅𝑦𝑎𝑤𝑅𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑅𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ = [𝑟𝑥⃑⃑⃑    𝑟𝑦⃑⃑  ⃑  𝑟𝑧⃑⃑  ] 

[
𝑐𝛼 −𝑠𝛼 0
𝑠𝛼 𝑐𝛼 0
0 0 1

] [
𝑐𝛽 0 𝑠𝛽
0 1 0

−𝑠𝛽 0 𝑐𝛽
] [

1 0 0
0 𝑐𝛾 −𝑠𝛾
0 𝑠𝛾 𝑐𝛾

] = [

𝑐𝛼𝑐𝛽 𝑐𝛼𝑠𝛽𝑠𝛾 − 𝑠𝛼𝑐𝛾 𝑐𝛼𝑠𝛽𝑐𝛾 + 𝑠𝛼𝑠𝛾
𝑠𝛼𝑐𝛽 −𝑠𝛼𝑠𝛽𝑠𝛾 + 𝑐𝛼𝑐𝛾 −𝑠𝛼𝑠𝛽𝑐𝛾 − 𝑐𝛼𝑠𝛾
−𝑠𝛽 𝑐𝛽𝑠𝛾 𝑐𝛽𝑐𝛾

] 

11 

12 

∠𝑀𝐿 = 𝛽 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2 (𝑟𝑥�⃑� , √𝑟𝑥𝑖 2 + 𝑟𝑥𝑗 2) 13 

∠𝐴𝑃 = 𝛾 = 𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑛2(𝑟𝑦�⃑� , 𝑟𝑧�⃑� ) 14 

Projection Method 

The ML and AP tilts can also be calculated as the angle between each local coordinate vector 

(x,y) and its projection onto the z-plane, after normalizing the LCS vectors to unit length. 

∠𝑀𝐿 = sin−1(𝑟𝑥�⃑� )  

∠𝐴𝑃 = sin−1(𝑟𝑦�⃑� )  
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This method neglects the dependency of rotations and their order; each rotation (AP, ML) is 

assumed to be the first rotation. Therefore, any component of ML tilt that could actually be 

resolved into AP tilt is neglected. An advantage of the projection method is that there is no bias 

introduced by sequence dependency. Therefore, comparisons between AP and ML tilts cannot be 

confounded by the chosen Cardan sequence. However, obtaining a three parameter description of 

the wobble board orientation using projection angles is not as straightforward as the use of 

Cardan or Euler angles [160]. 

Comparison 

The Cardan angle method and projection method produce nearly indistinguishable results for the 

range of tilt angles demonstrated in the technical validation study (Figure C1). Using either 

method, the results of the technical validation study (Chapter 3) were unchanged. We decided to 

use the Cardan method to maintain consistency with similar and future experiments where tilt 

angles are calculated not only for the wobble board, but also for the angle between body 

segments.  

 

 

Figure C1: Comparison of AP (left) and ML (right) tilt angles calculated by Cardan angle method 

(black lines) and projection method (gray lines) showing the virtual indistinguishability of the 

resulting angles for an exemplary technical validation trial. 
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Appendix D: Preliminary Protocol 

This experimental protocol was designed for the same purposes as that described in Chapter 4, 

i.e., to validate the wobble board functions by assessing and training seated balance in a sample 

of non-disabled volunteers. For reasons discussed below, the protocol was revised; the second 

edition is described in Chapter 4.  

Method 

Experimental Protocol 

Each participant was asked to maintain upright sitting on the wobble board with no foot support 

and eyes open or eyes closed (randomly selected). Base #1 (the least curved, most stable base) 

was attached to the wobble board. The participant performed one 30-s balance trial in this 

condition. The trial started after the participant donned noise-cancelling headphones, folded arms 

across the chest, and verbally cued the experimenter of being ready. The experimenter monitored 

the participant for safety and noted any loss-of-balance events. If the control signal, defined as 

the tilt angle of the wobble board plus one half its tilt velocity, remained below the feedback 

threshold in both the AP and ML direction for more than 18 seconds (60 % of the initialization 

trial), the trial was repeated on the next-most curved base. This procedure was repeated until the 

60 % criterion was met. If the participant failed to maintain balance for 30 seconds, the next-least 

curved base was selected. After selecting a base, the participant attempted six consecutive trials 

under the same base and eye condition. Three of the six trials were randomly selected as control 

trials; during these trials, the tactors remained inactive. The experimenter informed the 

participant of the upcoming feedback condition. For the feedback trials, direction-specific 

vibrating tactors were activated when the control signal exceeded a two-sided threshold in one or 

both of the AP or ML directions. If the AP signal passed the anterior threshold, the three anterior 

vibrators turned on. Similarly, the three tactors in the posterior, left and right directions were 

activated if the control signal in the corresponding direction passed respective threshold. Thus, 

the feedback scheme is repulsive cueing. The participant was allowed to rest for as long as 

needed between trials. Then, the eye condition was changed, and six more trials were performed 

after another series of initialization trials to select the base. The initialization procedure ensures 

that the task is neither so simple that the vibrotactile feedback is not used, nor so difficult that the 
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participant cannot maintain upright sitting. During each trial, the wobble board tilt was sampled 

at a frequency of 32 Hz. 

Analysis 

The data were processed and posturographic measures were calculated as described in Chapter 4. 

Linear regression and paired t-test were performed using the posturographic measures from each 

trial as dependent variables. The linear regression used the trial number (1-6) as independent 

variable, thus testing for learning effects form the beginning to the end of each trial set. If 

learning effects are present, we expect a change in dependent variables as the participant 

progresses through the trials. A hypothesized zero-slope of a linear regression line was tested for 

all 6 trials, for the 3 feedback trials, and for the 3 control trials. The linear regression was 

performed for each participant’s trials and for all trials together. We also fit these same three 

regression lines to averages from all participants for each eye condition. 

The paired t-test used vibration status as the dependent variable, thus testing for significant 

differences between feedback trials and control (no feedback trials). In each eye condition group, 

there are 36 feedback trials and 36 control trials. These groups cannot be compared using t-tests 

(paired or unpaired) because this would violate the assumption of independence; measurements 

from the same participant are not independent from each other. To validate the assumption of 

independence, each set of 3 dependent measurements (from the same participant) are averaged. 

This reduces the sample group to 24 measurements that are assumedly independent (each comes 

from a unique participant’s average for one of the feedback conditions). With this new sample 

group, a paired t-test was carried out. 

Results 

All 12 participants completed 6 trials under each eye condition (eyes closed: EC; eyes open: EO) 

resulting in 72 trials available for analysis.  
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Results of linear regression tests 

As shown in Figure D1 and Figure D2 respectively, the regression lines with a significant slope 

were FREQDtm_EO (p=0.048) and CFREQml_EC (p=0.040). This suggests that certain 

kinematic measures were significantly affected by the progression of trials from start to finish.  

 

Figure D1: Average frequency dispersion of tilt angle in first to sixth trial under eyes open 

condition and a least-squares linear regression model 

 

Figure D2: Average centroidal frequency of tilt angle in first to sixth trial under eyes closed 

condition and a least-squares linear regression model 
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Results of paired t-test 

This test revealed significant differences between feedback and control conditions for two of the 

kinematic measures: MEANap and FREQDap. Both measures we higher on average in control 

trials, suggesting that the vibrotactile feedback caused a reduction in the mean tilt angle and 

frequency dispersion of the tilt angles.  

Discussion 

Within each participant, the base factor and eye factor are dependent, i.e., when one is changed, 

so is the other. This means that any comparison between eye conditions is confounded by the 

effect of changing the bases, and any comparison between base conditions is confounded by the 

effect of changing the eye condition. This experimental design only allows for statistical 

comparison between vibration conditions. This major shortcoming was addressed by separating 

the eye and base factors; in the refined protocol, each participant attempts to balance under each 

combination of eye and base conditions. Eye condition and base condition can then be 

considered independent factors and their effect on balance performance can be statistically 

analyzed. As a consequence, the number of trials was increased from 12 to 24. Additionally, four 

practice trials were mandated prior to each new combination of eye and base condition. Thus, the 

total number of trials in the refined protocol is 40 (16 practice trials, 24 experimental trials). 

Furthermore, the thresholds for feedback were set to equal the third quartile of the positive (and 

third quartile of the negative) feedback control signal for each tilt direction (AP, ML) during an 

initialization trial, resulting in the vibrators being active approximately 50 percent of the time. 

Due to the major limitations of this protocol (dependence of manipulated factors, small sample 

size per participant, inconsistency of practice instructions and threshold calculation) the results 

were trivial; the refined protocol was designed to observe all and additional results presented in 

the preliminary protocol.  
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Appendix E: Filtering Kinematic Time Series 

High frequency components of the tilt angle measurements may be artifacts of noise in the 

measurement system. Since the dominant frequencies of movements during balance are generally 

less than 1 Hz [68], measurements of support surface tilt angles are typically filtered using low-

pass digital Butterworth filters with cut-off frequencies between 2 Hz [40], and 20 Hz [110]. 

Butterworth filters have a nearly monotonic frequency response in the passband, so low-

frequency components of the signal are maintained. In addition, the nonlinear phase response is 

accounted for by filtering in the forward direction and the reverse direction, which eliminates 

any phase distortion. 

The built-in matlab function was used to design a fourth order, low-pass Butterworth filter with a 

cut-off frequency of 5 Hz, as used in [25], [64], [100]. The amplitude and phase response of this 

filter are shown in Figure E1 and Figure E2, respectively. The pole-zero plot is shown in Figure 

E3. Since all poles are within the unit circle, the filter is stable for any stable input.  

 

Figure E1: Magnitude response of a fourth-order, low-pass Butterworth filter 
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Figure E2: Phase response of a fourth-order, low-pass Butterworth filter 

 

Figure E3: The poles (x’s) and zeroes (o’s) corresponding to a fourth-order, low-pass 

Butterworth filter. 
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